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ABSTRACT 
Qi Wang: Development of Efficient and Stable Perovskite Solar Cells with Composition and 
Interface Engineering 
(Under the direction of Jinsong Huang) 
 
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites (OIHPs) have drawn tremendous research attention 
in the past years because of their various advantages for photovoltaic applications such as large 
absorption coefficient, suitable bandgap, excellent crystallinity and long carrier diffusion length. 
To judge the feasibility of commercialization of a photovoltaic technology, three factors are 
usually considered: cost, efficiency and stability. Perovskite solar cells are predicted to be low-
cost because of its low material and fabrication costs, while the efficiency and stability still 
require further development. This dissertation focused on the efficiency and operation stability 
enhancement of OIHP solar cell by controlling the OIHP film fabrication process, interfacial 
layers, passivation techniques and compositional manipulation.  
In Chapter 2, the morphology of methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite 
films fabricated by one-step method was studied and improved by adopting a non-stoichiometry 
precursor ratio. By using a unique double fullerene layer structure to passivate the trap states, 
devices with a high fill factor of 80.1% were achieved for perovskite solar cells under one sun 
illumination. In Chapter 3, a doped hole transporting polymer was used in MAPbI3 perovskite 
solar cells to further improve perovskite efficiency to 17.5%. Doping the transporting layer 
reduce device series resistance to increase device fill factor and open circuit voltage without 
sacrificing the short circuit current. In Chapter 4, a tunneling contact was used on top of MAPbI3 
iv 
layers to increase the efficiency of perovskite solar cells to 20.3%. The tunneling layers made of 
hydrophobic polymers also significantly enhance the stability of perovskite solar cells in humid 
air. In Chapter 5, another promising inorganic perovskite material, cesium lead iodide (CsPbI3), 
was used improve the thermal stability of perovskite solar cells. Sulfobetaine zwitterion was 
mixed in the CsPbI3 perovskite precursor solution to stabilize the black phase of CsPbI3. In 
Chapter 6, a novel phenomenon, self-doping in MAPbI3 perovskite, was demonstrated and 
reported. MAPbI3 was found to be either n- or p-doped by changing the ratio of 
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Chapter 1 Introduction to Organic-Inorganic Hybrid Perovskite Thin Film Solar Cells 
1.1 History of perovskite solar cell  
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites (OIHP) have been intensively studied as promising 
materials for next generation efficient, lightweight and low-cost thin film solar cells. As shown 
in Figure 1.1, the OIHP materials have a general crystal structure described as ABX3 perovskite 
structure, where A is methylammonium (MA+), formamidinium (FA+); B is lead (Pb2+), Tin 
(Sn2+) or germanium (Ge2+); X is halide (Cl-, Br- or I-). OIHP was for the first time used in solar 
cells in 2009 by Miyasaka et al as the dye in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).1 MAPbI3 and 
MAPbBr3 nanoparticles were distributed on mesoporous titanium oxide (TiO2) and a liquid 
electrolyte was used. A power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.8% was achieved. In 2011, Park 
et al. enhanced the efficiency of MAPbI3 solar cells to 6.5%.
2 A crucial breakthrough made by 
Park et al. in 2012 was replacing the liquid electrolyte by solid-state hole transporting materials, 
where the first solid-state perovskite solar cell was fabricated and device PCE of 9.7% was 
reported.3 In 2013, Snaith et al. reported 10% efficiency in meso-superstructured solar cells 
where an insulating aluminum oxide (Al2O3) layer was covered on TiO2.
4 In the Al2O3-based 
cells, the electrons must remain and transport in the perovskite until they are collected at the 
planar TiO2-coated FTO electrode, and hence indicating perovskite must be a good 
semiconductor for carrier transporting. What really made perovskite materials attractive to a 
broad interest from photovoltaic society is the quick increase of the device efficiency since 2013. 
In that year, Gratzel et al. reported 15% perovskite solar cell by using a two-step sequential 
2 
deposition method, where PbI2 and CH3NH3I layers were sequentially deposited on TiO2 
substrate.5 Snaith et al. reported a high efficiency of 15% in planar heterojunction structure solar 
cell where compact TiO2 layer was used.
6 The efficiency of perovskite solar cell went up rapidly 
with certified PCE over 24% in 2019.  
 
Figure 1.1 Crystal structure and chemical composition of organic-inorganic hybrid 
perovskite 
1.2 perovskite film fabrication methods  
Up to now, many methods have been developed for perovskite film fabrication, including 
vacuum and non-vacuum methods. Thermal evaporation is the most widely used vacuum based 
method which has demonstrated good perovskite device efficiency over 15%.6 Although 
perovskite films fabricated by thermal evaporation usually have good film uniformity and 
reproducibility, the concerns on the cost of this high-vacuum and high-temperature technique 
limit its industrial applications. Non-vacuum solution methods, such as spin coating and doctor 
blading, are simple and low-cost fabrications that are most widely used for perovskite film 
fabrication. Compared with doctor blading, perovskite films fabricated by spin-coating method 
Organic or cesium ions (MA, FA, Cs)
Pb, Sn or Ge
I, Br, or Cl
3 
usually show higher device efficiency output and good reproducibility. Here I focused on the 
spin coating method for perovskite film fabrication which is good method for concept and 
performance demonstration in the research.  
 
Figure 1.１ Schematic representing one step and two step method in MAPBI3 perovskite 
film fabrication 
There are primarily two ways in spin coating perovskite films, which are usually called one-
step method and two-step method (Figure 1.2). In one-step approach, the perovskite precursor 
solution was prepared by mixing organic halide (MAI, FAI) and inorganic halide (e.g., PbI2) in 
dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or their combination. The premixed 
precursor solution was spin-coated and annealed at around 100 ℃ to obtain perovskite 
polycrystalline films. The other approach for perovskite film fabrication is two-step method, in 
which the MAI and PbI2 were dissolved in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and DMF, respectively, and 
then were sequentially coated on substrates, which was followed by a thermal annealing process 
to drive the formation of perovskite film. Two-step method was firstly reported by Graztel, et al 
4 
for the formation of MAPbI3 perovskite films in mesoporous structure solar cells, named as 
“sequential solution deposition”.5 This method was widely used in mesoporous structure, where 
the spun PbI2 film was dipped in MAI/IPA solution for MAPbI3 perovskite formation. When it 
was applied in planar structure device, the quick conversion of MAPbI3 perovskite could cause 
large film roughness and pinholes which results in large device leakage current.  To solve this 
problem, two-step method was modified by spin-coating both PbI2 and MAI 
layers successively on top flat substrate at very high spin speed. Although two step method 
increase the complexity of fabrication process, the perovskite film could be better manipulated 
by controlling the fabrication parameters in each step, enabling convenient control of film quality 
such as thickness, composition and grain size.  
1.3 Stability issues of perovskite material and solar cell 
One of the biggest issues that hinder commercialization of perovskite solar cells is its 
stability problem. The most stable perovskite solar cell so far has operation stability around one 
year which is much shorter than the Si solar cells with typical stability longer than twenty years. 
Various works reported the degradation of perovskite material under external stimulus, such as 
moisture, thermal heat, oxygen and ultraviolet light.  
1.3.1 Structure stability 
The crystal structure of perovskite material can be cubic, tetragonal or orthorhombic, 
depending on the temperature and relative size of cations and anions in the lattice. The crystal 
structure and phase transition could largely influence solar cell performance and stability.  A 
well-known method to predict the crystal structure of perovskite materials based on the relative 





                                                                (1-1) 
where rA, rB, rX are ionic radius of ions in ABX3 structure. The ideal cubic structure has 
tolerance factor of 1. Most perovskite materials satisfy 0.8 < t < 1 and non-perovskite structure 
will form when t is far from that range. MAPbI3 perovskite has a tetragonal structure with 
tolerance factor around 0.9.  
Some perovskite materials, such as CsPbI3, could change to different crystal 
structures/phases under different temperatures, which strongly determines electronic properties 
of the material. CsPbI3 has four structures at different temperatures.
7 CsPbI3 shows orthorhombic 
structure (δ-phase) at room temperature.  And it could transit to cubic perovskite structure (α-
phase) when the temperature is higher than 310 ℃, which also reduces the film bandgap from 
over 2 eV for δ-phase to around 1.72 eV for α-phase. Upon cooling, the perovskite does not 
return to its original yellow phase immediately. Instead, it is first converted into the distorted 
black perovskite β-CsPbI3 (P4/mbm), γ-CsPbI3 (Pbnm), and then yellow δ-CsPbI3 at 260°C, 
175°C and 25°C, respectively.7 The δ-phase consists of double-chains of non-corner-sharing Pb-I 
octahedra. In other three phases, they show corner-sharing Pb-I octahedra. δ-phase of CsPbI3 is 
also called yellow phase because its relatively large bandgap over 2 eV, while the other three 
phases are black phases with bandgap around 1.7 eV. Since only black phases of CsPbI3 are 
desired for photovoltaic application, stabilizing the black phase at room temperature becomes an 
important prerequisite for CsPbI3 solar cell fabrication.  
1.3.2 Moisture stability  
The degradation of perovskite solar cells in a humid environment is a challenging issue. The 
typical OIHP materials, such as MAPbI3, contain hydrophilic ammonium group that absorb 
6 
moisture easily to cause the degradation of OIHP materials. There have been many studies on the 
degradation process of MAPbI3 in humid air, where the degradation process of MAPbI3 films 
was well observed with the color change of the films from black to transparent. The de-coloring 
process is assigned to the formation of hydrated perovskites, such as MAPbI3∙H2O and 
(MA)4PbI6·2H2O, which could further degrade to PbI2.
8 The degradation observed in OIHP solar 
cells was frequently assigned to the intrinsically low moisture stability of OIHP materials and 
thus good device encapsulation is necessary for long-term device operation. 
1.3.3 Thermal stability 
Thermal stability is another challenging concern that affect the OIHP perovskite solar cell 
stability, because it is difficult to avoid the temperature increase during solar cell operation. 
Depending on the local conditions in the operation field (sunlight intensity, local temperature, 
wind speed, etc.), the real solar modules typically work at 30K-60 K higher than local 
temperature. The high temperature could have two effects on OIHP solar cells to accelerate the 
degradation. First, it is a well‐known fact that temperature has a great effect on crystal structure 
and phase of perovskite. Previous work reported that MAPbI3 changes phase from tetragonal to 
cubic at 54-56 °C. The volume change of perovskite film may induce strain in the device which 
has been demonstrated as one important reason for the degradation of perovskite solar cell. In 
addition, the intrinsic thermal stability of MAPbI3 material also rises concern because the low 
formation energy MAPbI3 of 0.11-0.14 eV suggests its possible degradation at elevated 
temperature. One previous work reported that MAPbI3 could be decomposed into PbI2 after 
heated in nitrogen at 85 °C for 24 hours.9 To enhance thermal stability of perovskite solar cell, 
developing thermally resistant perovskite materials to replace MAPbI3 is a promising solution.  
A substantial effort in the past years has been focused on formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) 
7 
and cesium lead iodide (CsPbI3) perovskites which show significantly enhanced thermal 
stability. Particularly, CsPbI3 perovskite is stable up to their melting points above 460 °C which 
is a promising material to improve the thermal stability of perovskite solar cells.  
1.4 Obstacles and future development  
The OIHP solar cells have experienced a significant efficiency improvement from ~3% to 
over 24% in the past ten years. Substantial research efforts on fundamental study expanded our 
understanding about perovskite extraordinary electrical and optical properties. The development 
and successful application of organic/inorganic charge transporting materials and passivation 
layer helped charge transfer at the interface and reduce charge recombination. Versatile OIHP 
layer fabrication methods have been invented, where perovskite film morphology is optimized 
including grain size, crystallinity and roughness. Benefiting from these efforts, the efficiency of 
perovskite solar cells in the lab scale has been increased significantly to over 24% in 2019.  
However, OIHP photovoltaic still have great barriers before the final commercialization of 
this technique. The biggest problem comes with the instability of perovskite materials, especially 
the most widely-used MAPbI3 which is sensitive to moisture, heat, UV light and oxygen. The 
efforts on device encapsulation, sealing layer inside device or composition optimization have 
been tried to solve the problem but more stability tests under harsh environments are suggested 
to meet the commercialization requirement. Large scale fabrication of perovskite module with 
high efficiency and low cost is another research interest before commercialization. The toxic 
effect of lead is also a potential problem for the perovskite solar cell commercialization, where 
replacing of lead by other metals is still challenging in obtaining high efficiency.   
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Chapter 2 Efficiency enhancement in perovskite solar cell by morphology engineering and 
defect passivation 
This chapter studied the influence of the MAI/PbI2 precursor ratio on the perovskite film 
morphology and device performance. Using a non-stoichiometric precursor solution was 
demonstrated to be critical to form relatively continuous perovskite films. The compositions of 
the spun perovskite films were very sensitive to the surface of substrates, and can be very 
different from that in precursor solutions. Remarkably, a unique double fullerene layers structure 
was adopted in the solar cell which could dramatically reduce dark current leakage by forming a 
Schottky junction with the anode, and effectively passivate traps in perovskite to increase fill 
factor to above 80%. 
2.1 motivation 
Harnessing solar energy has been acknowledged as a promising way to solve the world 
energy crisis. OIHP materials have been intensively studied as excellent absorbers for solar cells 
since 2009. OIHP materials were initially applied in dye sensitized solar cells, where a relatively 
continuous perovskite film was formed on top of mesopores TiO2 layer. When it comes to planar 
thin film perovskite solar cells, it has been found to be very challenging to form high quality 
perovskite films by direct spin coating of the mixed MAI/PbI2 stoichiometric solution. We 
observed very rough perovskite films with micro fiber formation on perovskite films using the 
stoichiometry precursor solutions (a molar ratio of PbI2:MAI=1:1). The rough surface and 
noncontinuous film may not be a big issue in mesoporous structure because thick electron 
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transport layer (TiO2) is used. But it causes serious problem in planar structure device, which 
leads to a large device leakage current as well as low fill factor (FF) and small open circuit 
voltage (VOC). To solve this problem, this chapter discuss the influence of the stoichiometric 
precursor ratio of the lead iodine/methylammonium halide solution on the perovskite film 
morphology as well as the device performance. A non-stoichiometric precursor ratio was initially 
used by us which was found to be more suitable for perovskite formation to achieve a higher 
efficiency.  
2.2 MAPbI3 film fabrication and characterization 
 
Figure 2.1 Absorption spectra (a), PL spectra (b) and XRD patterns (c) of the iodine 
perovskite films spun from solutions with a precursor ratio from 0.35 to 1. All the 
perovskite films in (a) and (b) were spun on PEDOT:PSS except the ones that are labeled 
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as on ITO. The precursor ratio of the perovskite films spun on ITO is 0.7. (Reproduced by 
permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry)   
MAI and PbI2 precursors were dissolved in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at 
different concentrations from 150 mg/ml to 350 mg/ml, and mixed at different ratios. The mixture 
solutions were spun onto poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulphonate) PEDOT:PSS 
layer on a glass substrate at a rate of 4000 rounds per minute for 30 seconds. The perovskite films 
were annealed at 100 ℃ for 15-60 minutes. Our method of varying the precursor ratio in solution 
stems from the observation that two perovskite films formed on different surfaces are strikingly 
different in absorption and PL spectra, as shown in Figure 2.1 a and 2.1 b. These two films were 
spun on ITO and PEDOT:PSS from the same solution with a PbI2/MAI precursor molar ratio 
(defined as the precursor ratio) of 0.7. It was speculated that the difference origins from the 
different affinities of the organic and inorganic precursors to the different surfaces. To verify that, 
we varied the precursor ratio from 0.35 to 1.0 to study the formation of perovskite on PEDOT:PSS 
which is the hole extraction layer in our devices. The absorption, PL, and XRD patterns are shown 
in Figure 2.1 a-c as well to evaluate the formation of stoichiometric perovskite films. As shown in 
Figure 2.1 a, the films with a small amount of PbI2 have a strong absorption peak in the UV range. 
The increased PbI2 percentage in the precursor solution causes slightly red shifted peak and 
enhanced absorption. Upon an increased precursor ratio to 0.6, there is a distinct transition of 
absorption spectra patterns from strong absorption in the UV-blue range to a broad absorption 
across the UV-visible range which indicates the formation of perovskite. The transition of 
absorption patterns with an increased precursor ratio from 0.52 to 0.6 is associated with a PL peak 
shifted from 750 nm to 765 nm, as shown in Figure 2.1 b. When the precursor ratio is over 0.70, 
the PL peak is fixed at 770 nm which is close to that of the previously reported stoichiometry 
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perovskite. Further increasing the PbI2 ratio over 0.7 does not change the absorption and PL 
spectrum shape or the peak intensity. The PL and absorption peaks of the film spun on ITO with 
the precursor ratio of 0.7 are close to those of the films on PEDOT:PSS with the precursor ratio of 
0.56, indicating more PbI2 content in the film spun on PEDOT:PSS. It might ascribe to the better 
affinity of PbI2 to the amphiphilic PEDOT:PSS than that to ITO. XRD patterns in Figure 2.1 c 
reveal tetragonal perovskite forms with a small amount of PbI2 added in the precursor solution, 
while impurity peaks disappear when the precursor ratio is over 0.6. The non-unit precursor ratio 
for stoichiometric perovskite film formation indicates that the composition of the spun films is 
different from that in the precursor solution, which should attribute to the different affinities of 
MAI and PbI2 to the substrates.  
 
Figure  2.2 Top view SEM images of the iodine perovskite films spun from solutions with 
a precursor ratio from 0.35 to 1.  The scale bars of SEM images are 2 𝜇𝑚 in the sample 
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with a precursor ratio of 0.6 and 3 𝜇𝑚 for all others. (Reproduced by permission of the 
Royal Society of Chemistry)   
The top surface SEM images of perovskite films with different precursor ratios are shown in 
Figure 2.2. Increasing the amount of PbI2 in the films generally increases the film roughness, and 
a lot of microfibers are observed when the precursor ratio is larger than 0.8. The tiled cross-section 
and top-view SEM image of a perovskite film with a precursor ratio of 0.78 (Figure 2.3 a) showed 
distinct two-layer structures in the formed perovskite films: a flat, continuous bottom layer and a 
discontinuous top layer with many microstructures. The microstructures of the top layer vary 
dramatically with precursor ratios as shown in Figure 2.2. It is not yet clear why such two-layer 
structures form, but it is certainly related to the spin-coating process because the feature of the 
microstructures varies with different spin-coating parameters. 
2.3 Device structure and performance 
 
Figure 2.3 (a) Tilted cross-section SEM image of a perovskite film spun from solution with a 
precursor ratio of 0.78. The continuous perovskite layer (CPL) and the microstructure 
perovskite layer (MPL) are labeled. The scale bar is 1 mm; (b) the schematic device structure 
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of the perovskite PV devices. The thickness of each layer was not in scale with the real thickness 
for clarity. (Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry). 
The typical device structure used to evaluate the formed perovskite films is shown in Figure 
2.3 b. It is noted that a totally noncontinuous perovskite film is sketched for better illustration of 
the working mechanism of the devices in the follow-up discussion. It does not indicate that the 
perovskite film is that discontinuous because the size of the hole is enlarged for clarity. A double 
layer fullerene, with a spun PCBM or ICBA layer underneath followed by a thermal evaporated 
C60 layer, was used as the electron extraction layer. BCP is a well-known electron transport/hole 
blocking layer which has been widely used in organic light emitting diodes, organic 
photodetectors and organic photovoltaic devices.10-13 Its functions have been thoroughly studied 
in OPVs including (1) blocking holes because of the poor hole mobility; (2) transporting 
electrons with large electron mobility; (3) reducing the damage of the fullerene layer followed by 
metal deposition. To optimize the device performance, the composition and thickness of the 
MAPbI3 films were tuned by varying the ratio and concentration of the precursor solutions, and 
different fullerene electron extraction layers were applied. Figure 2.4 a shows composition 
dependent photocurrent curves for the devices fabricated by the same procedure except to the 
precursor ratio. In the devices with increased PbI2 percentage, the more perovskite formed gives 
a larger short circuit current density (JSC) due to the increased absorption, while the VOC of the 
devices declines slightly. The films spun from solutions with a precursor ratio larger than 0.8 
often yielded non-working devices due to the large leakage current. This agrees with the 
morphological study by SEM (Figure 2.2) that more PbI2 in the films generally increase the 
roughness with a lot of microfibers showing up on the surface, possibly due to the crystallization 
of perovskite and/or PbI2. The devices with a precursor molar ratio of 0.6-0.7 have the largest 
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PCE. This observation provides a plausible explanation for the previously reported low 
efficiency PHJ perovskite solar cells by the solution process. 
 
Figure 2.4 The photocurrents of the devices under AM 1.5 simulated illumination with different 
precursor ratios (a), different acceptor layers (b), and different thicknesses (c). The devices in 
(a) have a thickness of 140 nm and an ICBA acceptor layer; the devices in (b) have a precursor 
ratio of 0.6 and a thickness of 75 nm. The devices in (c) have a precursor ratio of 0.6 and an 
ICBA acceptor layer. (d) The photo- and dark-currents of the highest efficiency device. 
(Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry)  
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Figure 2.4 b illustrates the photocurrent of devices with different spun fullerene or fullerene 
derivatives. It was found that the application of spun PCBM and ICBA significantly increases 
the VOC of the perovskite photovoltaic devices. The device fabrication parameters of the three 
devices studied here were controlled to be the same except for the fullerene layers. The VOC of 
the devices with perovskite coated by ICBA reaches 1.06 V which is 0.1–0.2 V larger than that 
of the device with PCBM interfacial modification, as shown in Table 2.1. The VOC enhancement 
in the devices with spun PCBM or ICBA can be explained by the Schottky junction formed 
between the spun fullerene films and the underneath PEDOT:PSS layer which is described 
below. 
A film thickness close to the charge diffusion length in the perovskite films is needed for 
strong absorption of light in the red spectral range. The thicknesses of the devices with different 
precursor ratios were optimized, and the results are summarized in Table 2.1. A typical thickness 
dependent photocurrent of the devices with a non-optimized annealing time of 15 minutes is 
shown in Figure 2.4 c. The JSC increases with the film thickness until a maximum of 14.0 
mA/cm2 is reached at the optimized perovskite thickness of 140 nm, and then reduces with the 
increased film thickness. Further increasing the film thickness to enhance the JSC is likely 
hindered by the charge diffusion length in iodine perovskite which was reported to be around 
100 nm. The optimized precursor ratio increases from 0.60 to 0.78 with increased thickness of 
the perovskite layer, which can be explained by the decreased affinity of PbI2 to PEDOT:PSS for 
the material far away from the PEDOT:PSS surface. A larger percentage of PbI2 in precursor 
solution is needed in the thick films to satisfy the stoichiometric composition. The film thickness 
dependent VOC variation behavior is different in devices with different fullerene layers.  
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The FFs of the perovskite devices are sensitive to the composition and thickness of the 
perovskite layer as well as the electron extraction layers. The FF variation with the precursor 
ratio exhibits a peak value in the molar ratio of 0.6, as shown in Table 2.1. A thinner perovskite 
layer also gives a larger FF, most likely due to more efficient collection of charges and reduced 
recombination in the thinner perovskite films. The FFs are also comparable for the devices with 
PCBM and ICBA electron extraction layers, while a slightly larger FF of 80.1% is observed in 
the device with ICBA layers. This is in striking contrast to OPVs in which ICBA always yields a 
smaller FF than PCBM. To the best of our knowledge, the obtained FF is the highest among all 
the perovskite solar cells reported. The large FF and VOC in our bilayer structure devices with 
an ICBA layer indicate that the charge recombination limiting the efficiency in perovskite solar 
cells is different from that in OPVs or QDPVs. 
 
Figure 2.5 Photocurrents of a high-performance perovskite device measured with different 
delay between measurement points (a) and different sweep directions (b). The photocurrent 
was tested under AM 1.5 simulated illumination. (Reproduced by permission of the Royal 
Society of Chemistry)    
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The optimized devices have a precursor ratio of 0.6, a thickness of 140 nm, and an ICBA 
acceptor layer. The thermal annealing time of the perovskite film was optimized to 60 minutes 
under 100 C. Meanwhile, perovskite/ICBA layers were annealed 30 minutes at the same 
temperature. The highest efficiency device with photo- and dark-currents shown in Figure 2.4 d 
has a JSC of 15.7 mA/cm
2, a VOC of 0.97 V, a FF of 80.1% and a PCE of 12.2%. It is expected 
that the slight annealing after ICBA coating drives the diffusion of ICBA into the perovskite for 
a larger contact area. No obvious hysteresis of photocurrent was observed in the high efficiency 
device by changing the voltage sweep rates or direction (Figure 2.5). 
2.4 Reduce device leakage current by fullerene layers 
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Figure 2.6 (a) Top view of the SEM image of the as-spun perovskite film. (b) Top view SEM 
image of the perovskite film after ICBA spin-coating. The perovskite films in (a) and (b) were 
spun from the solution with a precursor ratio of 0.6 and a concentration of 250 mg/ml. The scale 
bar is 500 nm. (c) Cross-section SEM of a working device with a thin (75 nm) perovskite layer. 
(Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry)  
It was noted that a very similar device structure was reported previously which also uses a 
PCBM or an ICBA electron transport layer.14 The reported VOC of the device with a C60 electron 
collection layer is comparable to what we obtained, but the VOC of the PCBM or ICBA only 
devices are 0.3 to 0.4 V smaller than what were achieved in Figure 2.4. And the FF reported here 
is much larger than that previously reported. The huge improvement of device performance in 
this work can be explained by the unique double fullerene layer introduced in addition to a better 
controlling of active layer composition by varying the precursor ratio. The first rewarding aspect 
for applying this double fullerene layer structure is the spun fullerene layer that can effectively 
eliminate device leakage. As mentioned above, rough perovskite top surfaces are generally 
observed in the SEM images, and devices fabricated by these films often exhibit a large leakage 
current. It is therefore speculated that there is still an exposed PEDOT:PSS area which is not 
fully covered by perovskite. The spun fullerene layer must cover the exposed PEDOT:PSS area 
by forming a conformal layer, which is evidenced by the SEM image of the perovskite film 
covered by a spun ICBA layer as shown in Figure 2.6 a-c. This conformal fullerene covering 
effectively eliminates the leakage current. To verify this speculation, we made devices with or 
without a solution processed fullerene layer: 
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Device I: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite (140 nm)/C60 (50 nm, thermal-evaporated)/BCP/Al. 
Device II: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite (140 nm)/C60 (20 nm, spun)/C60 (30 nm, thermal 
evaporation)/BCP/Al. 
 
Figure 2.7 Dark current of perovskite devices with different fullerene layer fabrication 
processes. Black square, red circle, blue triangle curves are for the devices with a 50 nm C60, 
perovskite film washed by the DCB solvent, 20 nm spun C60 plus 30 nm evaporated C60, 
respectively. (Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry)   
Figure 2.7 shows the dark current curves of the devices with and without a spun C60 layer. 
The device without a spun C60 layer exhibits a huge leakage current density larger than 10 
mA/cm2 even under a small reverse bias of 0.1 V. Nevertheless, after inserting a spun C60 layer 
onto the perovskite, the dark current is dramatically reduced by 3-4 orders of magnitude, 
demonstrating that a spun fullerene layer is crucial in preventing leakage. In order to find out 
whether the solvent of fullerene played a role in reducing leakage, we also made devices with 
DCB washed perovskites. No obvious morphological change of the perovskite film surface was 
observed in SEM images before and after DCB washing. Meanwhile, the dark current of the 
devices fabricated by DCB washed perovskite films still shows large leakage, although it was 
(a) (b)
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reduced several times (Figure 2.7). As the DCB wash effect, though exists, is relatively minor, 
we then explained that the spun fullerene forms a conformal layer that cover most of the 
perovskite surface to prevent leakage. 
The contact of fullerenes with PEDOT:PSS forms a Schottky junction, which was discovered by 
us previously.15 Consequently, the devices consist of two types of devices, perovskite/fullerene 
PHJ devices and PEDOT:PSS/fullerene Schottky junction devices, connected in parallel. This 
scenario is sketched in the device structure shown in Figure 2.3 b. The overall VOC is determined 
by both perovskite cell and the Schottky junction cell based on their relative cell area. The 
contact of PCBM and ICBA with PEDOT:PSS should not compromise the VOC of the whole 
devices because a large VOC of around 0.87 V and 0.95 V can be obtained from the 
PCBM/PEDOT:PSS and ICBA/PEDOT:PSS Schottky junction devices.15 However, if C60 is 
spun onto perovskite, the device overall VOC was reduced to 0.5 V because the VOC of a 
C60/PEDOT:PSS Schottky junction is only around 0.45 V. 




Figure 2.8 Trap density of states (tDOS) for devices passivated by single PCBM layer (blue 
triangles), single C60 layer (red dots), PCBM/C60 double fullerene layers (grey stars); black 
squares represent the devices without fullerene passivation. (Reproduced by permission of the 
Royal Society of Chemistry) 
The other important role that this double fullerene layer structure plays is its better 
passivation effect of traps in perovskite. To verify this scenario, we conducted thermal 
admittance spectroscopy (TAS) to quantitatively analyze the passivation of perovskite by PCBM 
and C60.
16 TAS is a well-established technique for determination of the defect density of states 
which has been broadly applied in understanding defects in the thin film solar cells and organic 
solar cells.17 The trap density of states (tDOS) distribution can be derived from the angle 








                                                   (2-1) 
where Vbi is the built-in potential, q is the element charge, W is the depletion width, C is 
capacitance, 𝜔 is the applied angular frequency, kb is the Boltzmann's constant, and T is the 
temperature. Vbi and W are extracted from the capacitance-voltage measurement. The applied 
angular frequency 𝜔 defines the energy demarcation,  
𝐸𝜔 = 𝑘𝑏𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
𝜔0
𝜔
)                                                      (2-2) 
The trap states below the energy demarcation can capture or emit the charge with the given u 
and contribute to the capacitance while the defect states above the energy demarcation cannot. 
Thus the frequency differential capacitance measurements provide the distribution of tDOS, 
which are performed using the E4980A Precision LCR Meter from Agilent at a frequency 
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between 0.1 to 1000 kHz. The results in Figure 2.8 show that the devices without any fullerene 
layer have a relatively large trap density between 1017 and 1019 m3 eV-1 (black squares) which is 
detrimental to the device performance. Three trap bands can be identified as labeled in the figure 
(separated by red dotted lines). After depositing the C60 or PCBM layer, the tDOS reduced 
dramatically, indicating that both the C60 and PCBM effectively passivated the defects in 
perovskite films. It is noticed that C60 and PCBM have different but complementary passivation 
capability to the different trap bands. PCBM prefers to passivate the trap states in band 2 (0.40–
0.50 eV) and C60 has a stronger passivation effect on trap states with a trap depth larger than 0.50 
eV (band 3). The tDOS of the device with PCBM and C60 double fullerene layers with an 
optimum thermal annealing time is smaller than those with either PCBM or C60, and is about two 
orders of magnitude lower than the device without fullerenes in the whole defect spectral range. 
This result demonstrated that the PCBM and C60 cooperate with each other well and further 
reduce the trap densities. This explains the better device performance, especially the record FF, 
in our optimized devices with double fullerene layers. 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the 12.2% OIHP solar cells were fabricated by a low temperature solution 
process with a simple bilayer device structure. MAPbI3 Perovskite composition was found to be 
sensitive to substrate surface, which is critical in the design and fabrication of other solution 
processed perovskite photovoltaic devices. The double fullerene layer structure is expected to 




Table 2.1 Performance of devices with different precursor molar ratio, perovskite thicknesses and 











0.60 12.4 0.82 74.1 7.53 
0.70 11.2 0.86 73.7 7.1 
0.78 10.4 0.87 74.7 6.76 
0.86 9.97 0.88 74.1 6.50 
100 nm 
0.60 11.9 0.91 67.2 7.28 
0.70 14.2 0.86 60.4 7.38 
0.78 12.7 0.89 67.6 7.64 
0.86 14.5 0.89 71.4 9.22 
140 nm 
0.52 13.5 0.9 64.9 7.89 
0.60 15.3 0.86 57.3 7.54 
0.78 15.9 0.88 72.2 10.1 




75 nm 0.60 11.3 0.98 80.0 8.83 
140 nm 
0.52 12.5 1.02 63.8 8.14 
0.60 14.0 0.99 71.1 9.85 
0.60 15.7 0.97 80.1 12.2 
0.70 15.4 0.96 65.3 9.66 
0.78 13.8 0.88 58.9 7.15 
165 nm 
0.43 7.05 1.06 47.5 3.55 
0.52 9.13 1.05 55.8 5.35 
0.60 13.7 0.98 64.4 8.65 
0.70 15.3 0.94 46.6 6.70 
0.78 14.1 0.93 68.4 8.97 
ITO/ PEDOT:PSS 
/Perovskite/C60/BCP/AL 
75 nm 0.60 12.2 0.53 33.1 2.14 
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Chapter 3 efficiency enhancement in planar heterojunction organolead trihalide perovskite 
solar cells by a doped hole transport layer 
In this chapter, the efficiency of a planar heterojunction MAPbI3 perovskite solar cell was 
further improved to 17.5% by using a doped polymer as hole transport layer.  Doped poly(triaryl 
amine) (PTAA) by 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) reduced 
device series resistance by three-folds, increasing the device fill factor to 74 %, open circuit 
voltage to 1.09 V without sacrificing the short circuit current. It reveals that the high resistivity 
of currently broadly applied polymer hole transport layer limits the device efficiency, and points 
a new direction to improve the device efficiency.  
3.1 motivation 
Charge transporting layers in perovskite solar cells play crucial role in enhancing charge 
extraction for high current output. In the past years, a number of endeavors have been directed to 
developing charge transport materials to further increase the efficiency of OIHP solar cells.18-21 
While a lot of new HTMs have been synthesized and applied in the n-i-p OIHP devices where 
HTMs were spun directly on top of the perovskite films, most of these HTMs are difficult to be 
applied in p-i-n PHJ OTP devices with the HTL underneath the perovskite layer. This is because 
the general solvents used for the OIHP materials, such as DMF and DMSO, have too good 
solubility and can wash off most commonly used small molecular HTMs, such as 2,2',7,7'-
Tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9'-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD). Therefore, 
although solution processed p-i-n structure OIPH solar cells have shown higher fill factor of over 
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than 80 % and great promise to achieve higher power conversion efficiency, most of these PHJ 
OIPH devices still adopted PEDOT:PSS as HTL. However, the low work function of 
PEDOT:PSS caused a relatively small VOC of around 0.90 V in these PHJ devices, compared to 
the typical VOC of >1.05 V in the inverted structure OIPH devices. Polymer HTMs are promising 
materials because of its sustainability to DMF wash, for example, poly[ N , N ′-bis(4-
butylphenyl)- N , N ′- bis(phenyl)benzidine] (poly-TPD), was introduced into PHJ perovskite 
devices with device VOC greatly increased to 1.10 V. Meanwhile, another polymer HTM, PTAA, 
also showed great capability to increase device VOC and survive the DMF wash. However, the 
PCE of these polymer HTLs based OIPH devices was still around 15%. Compared with the best 
reported efficiency of PEDOT:PSS based perovskite devices, the higher VOC of polymer HTL 
based OIPH devices was obtained at the expense of a smaller FF. It was speculated that the 
higher resistivity of these polymer HTMs than PEDOT:PSS may hinder charge extraction 
efficiency which reduces FF of these devices. In this chapter, a highly efficient solution-
processed PHJ perovskite solar cells using 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane 
(F4-TCNQ) doped PTAA as the HTL is discussed. F4-TCNQ doping was found to reduce the 
series resistance of the PTAA device by three times, which improved the device PCE, especially 
when thick HTL was used.  
3.2 Experimental section 
3.2.1 Device fabrication and characterization 
The PTAA and F4-TCNQ were dissolved in toluene and mixed by desired F4-TCNQ/PTAA 
ratios ranging from 0.01 wt% to 10 wt%. The mixture was stirred and heated at 70 oC overnight. 
Device with highest PCE was made by 10 mg/ml doped PTAA solution under a spin speed of 
4000 RPM. For the device fabrication, small amount (~10 wt%) of 4,4′,4′′-Tris[phenyl(m-
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tolyl)amino]triphenylamine (m-MTDATA) was mixed in the PTAA solution because the bare 
PTAA film was so smooth and non-wetting to DMF that PbI2 precursor was hardly spun on top 
of it. The perovskite films for device fabrication were made by interdiffusion method, in which 
PbI2 and MAI were sequentially spun on the substrates. The concentration of PbI2 was fixed at 
the 600 mg/ml and the concentration of MAI was varied from 50 mg/ml to 70 mg/ml. The spun 
films were annealed at 100 °C on hotplate under the cover of a glass petri dish. 10 µL - 30 µL of 
DMF solvent was added at the edge of the petri dish during annealing process. After that, [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (dissolved in DCB, 2 wt%) was spin coated on 
top of the perovskite layer at 6000 RPM for 35 s. The films were annealed at 100 °C for 60 min. 
Then 20 nm thickness of C60 was thermally evaporated with a deposition rate of 0.5 Å/s. The 
devices were finished by the evaporation of 7 nm 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline 
(BCP) and 100 nm thick aluminum electrode.  
Generally, the procedures for making PTAA films in the resistivity measurement were same 
with that for device fabrication. But thicker PTAA layer of 200 nm was used for increasing the 
signal-noise ratio. The schematic diagram of setup and the method of measuring resistivity can 
be found elsewhere.22 The four probe measurement was conducted at atmosphere without 
encapsulation. Film thickness was measured by Bruker Dektak XTL step profiler. The 
photocurrents of the devices were measured under AM1.5G irradiation (100 mW cm-2) with a 
xenon-lamp-based solar simulator (Oriel 67005, 150W Solar Simulator). A Schott visible-colour 
glass-filtered (KG5 colour-filtered) Si diode (Hamamatsu S1133) was used to calibrate the light 
intensity before photocurrent measurement. Keithley 2400 Source-Meter was used for recording 
the I-V measurement.  
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3.2.2 Fill factor Calculation 
The method of calculating FF was based on assumption that the maximum power output of 
the solar cell approximately equals to the power in the absence of series resistance minus the 
power lose of the series resistance.23  
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹′ ∗ (1 − 𝑟)                                                         (3-1) 
where FF and 𝐹𝐹′ are the fill factor of devices with and without series resistance, respectively. r 








                                                                     (3-3) 
𝐼𝑀𝑃 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼0𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑞𝑉𝑀𝑃
𝑛𝑘𝑇
                                                        (3-4) 
where RS is the series resistance. IMP and VMP are the maximum-power-point current and voltage 
of the device with negligible series resistance and infinitely large shunt resistance. IL is light 
generated photocurrent, I0 is dark saturation current, q is elemental charge, n is ideal factor, k is 
Boltzmann constant, T is temperature. Here, we assumed dark saturation current equals to 1*10-
16 mA/cm2. Series resistance can be calculated based not resistivity measured by four probe 
method and the device geometry. Assuming n equals to 1, IL equals to 24 mA/cm
2 based on the 
integrated sunlight spectrum of radiance, the device FFs can be calculated by equation (3-1). 




Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic structure of the devices in this study. The thickness of each layer was not 
in scale with the real thickness for clarity. (b) Cross-section scanning electron microscopy picture of 
perovskite on 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doped PTAA layer. SEM images of perovskite films on non-doped 
PTAA (c) and 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doped PTAA (d).(Reproduced by permission of ELSEVIER) 
Figure 3.1a shows the structure of the devices in this study. The perovskite films were made 
by interdiffusion method, where lead iodide (PbI2) and methylammonium iodide (MAI) were 
sequentially spun onto the substrates, followed by a thermal annealing driven diffusion process.24 
It was discovered by us the surface of MAPbI3 can decompose during the thermal annealing 
process even though the annealing temperature was as low as 110 oC. MAI was found to 








sensitive scanning probe microscopy technique.25 Our density function theory calculation 
showed that the Pb2+ clusters cause deep electron and hole traps on the perovskite surface.25 
Double-layer fullerenes were used as electron transport layer, which can effectively passivate the 
charge traps on top of the perovskite film surface generated by the surface decomposition during 
thermal annealing.24-26 High concentration of perovskite precursors was used in this study for 
stronger absorption. In addition, solvent annealing was applied in this study for larger grain 
size.26 Details about device fabrication and measurements could be found in the experimental 
section. Figure 3.1b shows the cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of perovskite 
films on doped PTAA substrates. It is noted that the grain size of perovskite on PTAA substrates 
is much larger than that on PEDOT:PSS substrates.24,27 The non-wetting surface of PTAA is 
beneficial for grain growth because of lower nucleus density and less dragging force.28 The 
larger grain size of several micrometers observed on the PTAA substrates are of importance in 
suppressing grain boundary traps to obtain better device efficiency. Figure 3.1c and Figure 3.1d 
shows the SEM images of perovskite on non-doped PTAA and 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doped PTAA 
film, respectively. The morphology didn’t exhibit noticeable difference before and after doping, 
excluding the influence of dopant on perovskite morphology. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) The photocurrents of the devices under AM 1.5 simulated illumination with 
different doping levels of PTAA layer. (b) Calculated and experimental fill factors of devices 
with different doping levels of HTL. External quantum efficiency (c) and steady maximum 
power output measurement (d) of the best device. (Reproduced by permission of ELSEVIER)   
Figure 3.2a shows the current density-voltage (J-V) curves of devices with different F4-
TCNQ doping concentration in the HTLs. The thickness of the HTL was kept unchanged by 
using a same solution concentration and spin rate. The changed doping level was found to have a 
significant impact on device performance, especially FF. As shown in the Figure 2b, the devices 
with 20 nm non-doped PTAA layer exhibited a low FF of 65%. After doping the PTAA layer by 
1 wt% F4-TCNQ, the device FF was increased to 74%. Further increasing doping level to 10 
wt% deteriorated device PCE by reducing FF to 64%. The device with 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doped 
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PTAA showed the highest efficiency with a JSC of 21.6 mA/cm
2, a VOC of 1.09 V, a FF of 74 % 
and PCE of 17.5 % under 1 sun illumination. Corresponding data can be found in Table 3-1. 
Figure 3.2c-d show the external quantum efficiency (EQE), steady photocurrent output and 
stabilized PCE of the device with 1 wt% F4-TCNQ dopant in the HTL. The calculated JSC of 
21.0 mA/cm2 from EQE is in good agreement with that from J-V measurement. And the steady 
photocurrent measured at the maximum power point (0.85 V) is the same with that measured 
from J-V scanning, excluding the existence of obvious photocurrent hysteresis in our PHJ 
devices. The stabilized efficiency is 17.5%, confirming the accuracy of our device efficiency 
characterization. The absence of photocurrent hysteresis can be explained by the large grain 
grown on PTAA, and the application of double fullerene layer on the devices, which effectively 
reduce charge trap density at grain boundaries and film surface.29,30  
3.4 Correlation between fill factor and resistivity  
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 PTAA film resistance
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Figure 3.3 Series resistance of PTAA films with different F4-TCNQ doping levels. The series 
resistance was measured by four probe method and slope of device I-V curve. (Reproduced by 
permission of ELSEVIER)  
The FF enhancement can be explained by the series resistance reduction of the PTAA HTL 
caused by F4-TCNQ doping. To verify this, the series resistance of devices with different F4-
TCNQ doping concentrations was derived by the slope of J-V curves. As shown in Figure 3.3, 
doping the PTAA film by 1 wt% F4-TCNQ reduced the device series resistance from 9.07 
𝛺*cm2 for non-doped PTAA to 6.07 𝛺*cm2. Further increasing F4-TCNQ doping level to 10 
wt% increased the device series resistance to 9.77 𝛺*cm2, most likely caused by the increased 
aggregation of F4-TCNQ.31-34 The series resistance derived from the J-V curve slope can be an 
indirect evidence for the doping effect because it represents the series resistance of the whole 
device rather than the PTAA films. To confirm the doping effect of F4-TCNQ, we further 
conducted four-probe measurements on the PTAA films with different doping levels. Details 
about four probe measurement can be found in the experimental section. It should be noted that 
200 nm PTAA film, which is much thicker than the PTAA layer in devices, was used to reduce 
noise in the four-probe measurement. To estimate the series resistance of the PTAA in real 
devices, the series resistance got from four-probe method was divided by a factor by assuming 
the series resistance has a liner relationship with the PTAA thickness. As shown in Figure 3.3, 
the resistivity variation measured by four-probe method follows the same trend with that derived 
from J-V curves, confirming F4-TCNQ doping can change the PTAA resistivity. It is noted that 
the resistance measured by four-probe method is slightly larger than the resistance measured by 
J-V slope. One possible reason is four-probe method measures the resistivity of film in lateral 
direction and the resistivity of PTAA film in the lateral and vertical directions can be different. 
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Another possible reason is the electric field in J-V measurement is much larger than that in the 
four-probe measurement. In addition, the thickness of PTAA layer in devices was thin and may 
barely cover the whole substrate.  
Now that we have demonstrated the doping effect of F4-TCNQ in changing the resistivity of 
the PTAA layer, the influence of resistance on device efficiency needs to be clarified. Here, we 
applied the equivalent circuit and simulation method in inorganic solar cell to calculate FFs. 
Details about the calculation can be found in the experimental section. The two curves in Figure 
3.2b are the device FFs derived and J-V measured. The calculated FF variation is in good 
agreement with the measured data, indicating series resistance variation is the primary reason for 
the FF change in our devices. The calculation also implies the importance of reducing series 
resistance for further device PCE enhancement. The up limit of FF was calculated from equation 
(3-4) in the experimental section to be 89 %, which provides a large potential for efficiency 
enhancement and great promise to boost PCE exceeding 20%. Since F4-TCNQ can only change 
the resistivity by several times, better dopants are expected in the future study to further reducing 
the resistivity and increasing FF.  
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Figure 3.4 Photocurrents of the devices with doped (a) or non-doped (b) HTL under AM 1.5 
simulated illumination. The HTL thickness was varied from 20 to 70 nm. (c) Corresponding 
series resistance of the doped or non-doped HTL films derived from the slope of I-V curves. 
(Reproduced by permission of ELSEVIER)  
Another merit for F4-TCNQ doping is that the reduced HTL resistance should make the 
device efficiency less dependent on HTL thickness. To demonstrate it, we compared the devices 
with doped or non-doped PTAA HTLs with different HTL thicknesses from 20 nm to 70 nm. 
Figure 3.4a-b show the J-V curves of devices with and without F4-TCNQ doping, respectively. 
Without doping, the device J-V curve gradually showed s-kink when the HTL thickness 
increased to 70 nm. On the other hand, the devices with 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doped PTAA HTLs 
have PCE almost insensitive to PTAA film thickness. Figure 3.4c summarizes the series 
resistance of the devices with non-doped and doped PTAA of different thicknesses. For the 
devices containing 20 nm HTL, 1 wt% F4-TCNQ doping reduced the series resistance from 8.8 
𝛺*cm2 to 6.2 𝛺*cm2. Lower series resistance was observed in the doped device, especially when 
the HTL is thick. The resistivity of the device with 70 nm HTL was reduced three times from 
26.6𝛺*cm2 to 9.33𝛺*cm2 after doping with 1 wt% F4-TCNQ. The insensitivity of device PCE 
on HTL thickness is benefit for device reproducibility and especially attractive for large-area 
device fabrication.   
3.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we reported the increased device FF and enhanced device PCE of OIHP solar 
cells using a doped polymer hole transport layer. By optimizing doping level, a high device PCE 
of 17.5 % was achieved. This study emphasized the advantages of doping hole transport layer on 
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the PCE of OIHP solar cells and pointed out a direction of further increasing the efficiency of 
OIHP PHJ solar cells to above 20% by exploring better dopants.   
 
Table 3-1 Perovskite device performance with different F4-TCNQ doping levels in PTAA layers. 
RS is device series resistances derived from I-V curves and RS
′  is series resistances of PTAA films 




VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) RS (Ω*cm2) RS
′ (Ω*cm2) 
0 wt% 21.6 1.05 65.7 14.8 9.07 12.9 
0.01 wt% 21.0 1.05 65.8 14.5 7.57 12.1 
0.1 wt% 21.5 1.05 65.5 14.8 7.72 10.6 
1 wt% 21.6 1.09 74.0 17.5 6.07 8.4 
2 wt% 21.0 1.09 68.2 15.6 8.56 8.2 
10 wt% 21.2 1.09 64.1 14.8 9.77 11.4 
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Chapter 4 Thin Insulating Tunneling Contacts for Efficient and Water-Resistant 
Perovskite Solar Cells 
In this chapter, an insulating tunneling layer inserted between the perovskite and the electron 
collection layer in perovskite solar cells can reduce charge recombination, which was inspired by 
the success of applying tunneling contacts in silicon solar cells. Many insulating polymers, 
including commercial plastic foam which is broadly used for packaging, can form a tunneling 
contact at the cathode side. The tunneling contact allows the transport of electrons from 
perovskite to cathode, while block holes into the perovskite layer. Devices with these insulating 
materials exhibited an increased PCE of 20.3 % under one sun illumination. This simple non-
lattice-matching structure enables the capping of the perovskite films by super-hydrophobic 
insulating layers, which dramatically enhances resistance of perovskite solar cells to water-
caused damage without further encapsulation. 
4.1 Motivation 
The efficiency of OIHP solar cells has rocketed in the last few years, which has been 
ascribed to the excellent optoelectronic properties and unique defects physics that originates the 
low carrier recombination in perovskite polycrystalline thin films. The charge recombination in 
perovskite grain interior can be negligible due to the absence of deep traps which also enables a 
carrier diffusion length significantly longer than the optical attenuation length in their single 
crystals.35-38 Even in polycrystalline perovskite thin films, the carrier diffusion lengths can still 
be much longer than the light penetration length, thanks to the enlarging grains and improving 
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crystallinity of the perovskite films with recent rapid improvement in material morphology 
controlling.26,39-44 The enlargement of grains also significantly reduces carrier recombination at 
perovskite grain boundaries (GBs), which is facilitated by the advance of passivation techniques 
to further reduce recombination at GBs and film surface.45-47 Now that the photo-generated 
carriers can flow through perovskite films with negligible charge recombination, minimizing the 
charge recombination at the contacts becomes increasingly important to achieve highly efficient 
perovskite solar cells.  
The tunneling junctions applied in silicon solar cells, which resulted in the most efficient 
silicon solar panels in the world, are comprised of an insulating oxide or a thin-layer of 
amorphous silicon (HIT structure) inserted between the intrinsic silicon and the heavily-doped 
silicon layer or indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer. The tunneling junctions have been shown to 
suppress the charge recombination at contacts and passivate the surface to increase device 
efficiency.48,49 The inserted insulating layer can selectively conduct one type of charges while 
block the other type, which spatially separates photo-generated electrons and holes to reduce 
their recombination, because the charge selection electrodes or charge transport layers have 
energy-matching electronic states for one type of charges to tunnel into but not for the other type. 
The success of HIT structure in silicon solar cells inspired us to use insulating contacts in 
perovskite solar cells to reduce surface recombination for higher efficiency. 
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4.2 Efficiency enhancement by tunneling contacts  
 
Figure 4.1 (a) The device structure of perovskite solar cells and (b) the energy diagram that 
illustrates the principle of suppressing surface charge recombination by the insulating layer. The 
insulating layer suppresses charge recombination by separating the excess electrons and holes in 
the electron transport layer and perovskite layer, respectively; (c) A transmission electron 
microscopy cross-section image of a 19.6% efficiency device revealing the presence of 1-2 nm PS 























layer between perovskite and electron transport layer. The scale bar is 5 nm. The PS layer was 
made from commercial PS plastic foam, the picture of which was also shown on the right. 
(Reproduced by permission of WILEY) 
Figure 4.1a shows the structure of the devices in this study where the tunneling junction 
locates at the cathode side. An insulating polymer is inserted between the perovskite and the 
electron collecting fullerene (C60) layers, and the proposed energy diagram in Figure 4.1b is also 
shown to illustrate the function of insulating layer in transporting electrons and blocking holes in 
the perovskite layer. Photo-generated electrons at conduction band minimal (CBM) of the 
perovskite layer can tunnel to the excited electronic states in C60, followed by their relaxation to 
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of C60, because there are energy-matching 
unoccupied states in C60 for electrons to tunneling into. On the contrary, these is no energy-
matching state in C60 which could allow the holes to tunnel into. Therefore, the tunneling rate of 
holes from perovskite to C60 will be very low. The thin insulating layer thus allows the transport 
of photo-generated electrons in perovskite to C60 layer by tunneling, and also blocks the photo-
generated holes back into the perovskite layer. Therefore, the insulating tunneling layer causes a 
spatial separation of the photo-generated electrons and holes, which reduces their recombination 
at the contact of the perovskite and electron transport layers.  
The perovskite films in this study were made by two-step interdiffusion method. Poly(triaryl 
amine) (PTAA) was chosen as the hole transporting layer because of the much larger perovskite 
grain size formed on the non-wetting surface of PTAA.39 The PTAA film was doped by 1.0 wt% 
F4-TCNQ to increase its conductivity, which was found important in increasing perovskite 
device fill factor as shown in Chapter 3. Three insulating polymers, polystyrene (PS), Teflon, 
and polyvinylidene-trifluoroethylene copolymer (PVDF-TrFE), were randomly chosen for the 
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tunneling materials in this study. The insulating polymers spun on the perovskite films could 
form a conformal tunneling layer, as verified by the high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) cross-section image of the devices. As shown in Figure 4.1c, the spun PS 
layer with a thickness of 1-2 nm conformably covers the perovskite layer.  
 
Figure 4.2 (a) Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the devices with different 
insulating tunneling contacts. The control device has 20 nm PCBM to replace the insulating 
layer; (b) The statistics of PCE distribution for perovskite devices with PCBM (50 samples) and 
tunneling contact (50 samples). (Reproduced by permission of WILEY) 
Figure 4.2a shows the photocurrent curves of perovskite devices with different insulating 
polymers inserted and that of the control device with 20 nm PCBM to replace the insulating 
polymer layer. The control device has a short circuit current density (JSC) of 21.1 mA/cm
2, an 
open circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.07 V, a fill factor (FF) of 74.9 %, and a PCE of 16.9 %, which 
represent a typical performance of PCBM passivated perovskite devices.50 In a striking contrast, 
the devices with polymer tunneling contacts exhibited an increased JSC and FF. The devices with 
PS, PVDF-TrFE and Teflon tunneling layer showed higher JSC of 22.9 mA/cm
2, 22.9 mA/cm2 
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and 22.8 mA/cm2, respectively. Meanwhile, the FFs for devices with inserted PS, PVDF-TrFE 
and Teflon tunneling contacts were also increased to 79.6 %, 77.6 % and 75.6 %, respectively. 
The performances of perovskite devices with different tunneling layers were also summarized in 
Table 4-1. It should be mentioned that the VOC of the perovskite devices with tunneling contacts 
fabricated from different batches slightly varied between 1.05 V to 1.11 V. Statistic VOC 
distributions of 50 samples indicate that the devices with tunneling contacts have a higher 
average VOC of 1.07 V, compared with 1.05 V of the control devices. The statistics of PCE in 
Figure 4.2b, demonstrate the reliability and the repeatability of the performance enhancement by 
the tunneling contacts. The universal performance enhancement by different insulating polymers 
and no change of trap density measured by thermal admittance spectroscopy belittle the 
possibility of chemical bonding formation between perovskite and the insulating polymers, 
because chemical reaction should be sensitive to the chemical structure of the polymers. It 
indicates the polymer only physically contact to the perovskite and act as tunneling layer. It was 
interesting that the PS plastic foam, which is broadly used for packaging, worked as well to get a 
PCE more than 19.0%. A picture of the PS plastic foam used in this study is shown in Figure 
4.1c. The perovskite device with PS from dissolved foam as the tunneling layer exhibited a JSC of 
22.9 mA/cm2, a VOC of 1.07 V, a FF of 80.3 % and a PCE of 19.6 %. The device performance is 
even slightly higher than those of the devices with other three polymers with higher purity. The 
release of constraint of high material purity for highly efficient perovskite devices might make 
perovskite solar cells even more competitive in the future market.  
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Figure 4.3 (a) J-V of the devices with PS layers of different thicknesses. (b) Average EQE of 10 
devices with a tunneling layer, and average EQE of 10 control devices with a PCBM contact 
layer. The EQE curves of the devices could be found in the supporting information; (c) Steady-
state measurement of JSC and PCE for the best device with a PS tunneling layer. (d) Stability 
test of a perovskite device with PS tunneling layer. The legend in the figure represents the air 
exposure time after the device was tested after being fabricated. (Reproduced by permission of 
WILEY) 
Since the tunneling probability strongly depends on tunneling-layer thickness, the thickness 
of the tunneling layer should significantly influence the electron extraction efficiency and thus 
device efficiency.51,52 Figure 4.3a shows the photocurrent curves of perovskite devices with PS 
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layers of different thicknesses which were tuned by varying the concentration of PS solution in 
the spin-coating process. As shown in Figure 4.3a, for PS solution with a concentration of 
0.02 %, the device showed a JSC of 20.8 mA/cm
2, a VOC of 1.05 V, a FF of 75.1 % and a PCE of 
16.4 %, which is comparable to that of the PCBM-passivated devices. This can be explained by 
the fact that the PS layer formed from the solution with such low PS concentration is barely 
continuous, and thus the device resembles the control device without PS layer. When the PS 
concentration was increased to 0.1 %, 0.5 % and 1.0 %, the photocurrents were significantly 
increased to 22.0 mA/cm2, 22.8 mA/cm2 and 22.9 mA/cm2, respectively. The best devices were 
made by 1.0 % PS solution, exhibiting a VOC of 1.10 V, a JSC of 22.9 mA/cm
2, a FF of 80.6 % 
and a PCE of 20.3 % from the photocurrent scanning. For these devices, the PS layer thickness 
was estimated to be 1-2 nm from the high resolution TEM shown in Figure 4.1b. Further 
increasing PS layer thickness severely reduced the JSC, VOC, and FF to 20.0 mA/cm
2, 1.03 V and 
49.0 %, respectively, because the increased tunneling layer thickness reduced electron tunneling 
rate. Figure 4.3b show the average external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum of devices with 
PS and PCBM as the contact layer. Figure 4.3c shows the steady photocurrent and PCE 
measured at the maximum power output point (0.94 V) of the most efficient device. The steady 
photocurrent, stabilized PCE measured at the maximum power point agrees well with that 
measured from J-V scanning, excluding the existence of photocurrent hysteresis in our devices 
and confirming the accuracy of our device efficiency characterization.  
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4.3 Increasing air and water stability by insulating contacts  
 
Figure 4.4 (a) Schematic diagram showing the cross-link process of fluoro-silane layer on the 
perovskite film. (b) A picture of the perovskite device with fluoro-silane layer. The picture was 
taken after dipping the device in water for 1-2 min (c) A picture of the perovskite device without 
tunneling layer. The picture was taken after dipping the device in water for 5 seconds. (d) A picture 
showing the perovskite device with fluoro-silane layer had a 1.09 V photovoltage output in water. 
(Reproduced by permission of WILEY) 
The insulating polymer may serve as a water-resistant layer to protect the perovskite film 
from water damage. The speculation stemmed from the observation that the perovskite devices 
with insulating polymers generally showed a better stability in air (Figure 4.3d ), while the 

















To confirm it, we chose a hydrophobic insulating fluoro-silane, Trichloro(3,3,3-
trifluoropropyl)silane, as a tunneling layer to make water-resistant devices. The fluoro groups 
make the material to be extremely hydrophobic.54,55 In addition, it has been reported fluoro-
silane could undergoes a cross-linking process with the aid of tiny amount of moisture.54-56 
Figure 4.4a illustrates the cross-linking process of this material. When fluoro-silane was 
deposited on top of the perovskite films, tiny amount of H2O that exists in the perovskite films 
will trigger the hydroxylation of silanes to form silanols. Then the silanols will automatically 
undergoes a cross-linking process by forming Si-O-Si (siloxane) bonds, which makes this 
insulating layer robust to protect the underneath perovskite films from water attacking. The 
devices with the fluoro-silane layer also showed a good efficiency of 18.9 % (Figure 4.2a), 
which is comparable to the performance of devices with other types of tunneling contacts. 
Encouragingly, the hydrophobic polymer protected devices showed much better resistance to 
water damage. As shown by the photos in Figure 4.4b-c, the perovskite device with fluoro-silane 
layer without further encapsulation showed negligible color change after it was soaked in water 
for 3 minutes, while the control device with 20 nm PCBM changed to yellow color after it was 
immersed in water for less than 5 seconds. The operation of the un-encapsulated device in water 
was also demonstrated in Figure 4.4d, showing a VOC of 1.09 V which is slightly higher than that 
of the device measured under one sun condition (Figure 4.2a). The slight variation in VOC might 
be caused by the optical effect of the water or glass beaker which slightly change the light 
illumination intensity to increase device VOC. The stable operation of the perovskite devices in 
water indicates the very good conformal coating of the nanometer thick insulting layer onto 
perovskite layers. Improving the moisture stability of perovskite solar cells has drawn great 
research attention recently.57-59 The demonstration of stable device operation in water represents 
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a major progress in stabilizing the perovskite solar cells in addition to the improved stability in 
air or moisture, though atomic conformal coverage of the perovskite by the polymer without any 
pin-holes is still challenging to achieve over very large device area with spin-coating. 
4.4 Charge recombination reduced by tunneling contacts 
 
Figure 4.5 c-AFM measurement of the local dark-current of the samples with the structures of 
ITO/PTAA:F4-TCNQ/Perovskite (a), ITO/PTAA:F4-TCNQ/Perovskite/PS (b). c-AFM 
measurement of the local photocurrent of samples with the structure of ITO/PTAA:F4-
TCNQ/Perovskite/C60 (c) and ITO/PTAA:F4-TCNQ/Perovskite/PS/C60 (d). (Reproduced by 












































































































































The performance enhancement in the devices is primarily ascribed to the function of 
tunneling layer in extracting electrons and blocking holes. To demonstrate that, conductive 
atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) measurement was conducted to characterize the local dark- 
and photo- current of perovskite samples with or without PS tunneling layer at nanoscopic level. 
The samples for dark-current measurements have the structure of ITO/PTAA: F4-
TCNQ/Perovskite/with or without PS. Since both PTAA and the Pt-coated AFM conductive tip 
have a high work function as well, the measured current is essentially a hole current. As shown 
in Figure 4.5a-b, the local dark current reduced after coating the PS layer, proving the function of 
PS in blocking holes. The uniform reduction of hole current across the whole mapping area 
indicates a conformal coating of PS on the perovskite film. The samples for photocurrent 
measurement had the structure of ITO/PTAA:F4-TCNQ/perovskite/with or without PS/C60. In 
the measurement, the c-AFM tips contacted C60 surface to map the photocurrent of samples 
illuminated by a white light source with an intensity of 20 mW/cm2. Since there is an electron-
accepting layer, electrons can be collected by C60 and conduct to the tip. Figure 4.5c-d show the 
photocurrent mapping results of the perovskite samples without or with the PS tunneling layer, 
respectively. The samples without PS tunneling layer showed a photocurrent ranging from 0 pA 
to 0.8 pA with a very good reproducibility. After inserting a PS contact, the local photocurrent 
through most grains increased to > 4 pA, directly proving the function of PS tunneling layer in 
enhancing the photocurrent output. The function of the tunneling layer is also confirmed at 
macroscopic level using the single-carrier devices with or without PS tunneling layer. The 
electron only devices have the structure of ITO/C60/Perovskite/with or without PS/C60/Al, and 
the hole only devices have the structure of ITO/with or without PS/Perovskite /Au, which are 
shown in the insets of Figure 4.6 a-b.  
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Figure 4.6 Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of electron-only device (a) and hole-only 
device (b). The insets of (a) and (b) show the structures of electron-only and hole-only devices, 
respectively. (Reproduced by permission of WILEY) 
The tunneling layer spatially separates photo-generated electrons and holes at the 
perovskite/polymer interface by transporting electrons and blocking holes, which should lead to 
the reduction of the carrier surface recombination. To verify it, we compared the carrier 
recombination lifetimes of devices with or without PS contact by transient photovoltage 
spectroscopy (TPV). As shown in the Figure 4.7, carrier recombination lifetime is longer in the 
device with PS tunneling contact, compared with the control device (PCBM passivated) at all the 
light intensity range. The carrier lifetime of the control device under one sun illumination is 0.5 
𝜇s which corresponds to the typical TPV lifetime of the PCBM passivated devices.60 The device 
with PS contact have a much longer carrier lifetime of 1.6 𝜇s under one sun illumination, 
demonstrating the suppressed carrier recombination in devices with the tunneling contacts. The 






















































































Meanwhile, the suppressed carrier recombination is also beneficial to the increase of VOC as 
observed in the devices with tunneling contacts. 
 
Figure 4.7 Carrier recombination lifetime of perovskite devices with or without PS tunneling layer 
measured by TPV. (Reproduced by permission of WILEY) 
4.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we demonstrated that inserting a tunneling layer between perovskite and 
electron transport layer could significantly increase device performance by suppressing carrier 
recombination at the cathode contact. The tunneling layer can also serve as an encapsulation 
layer to prevent perovskite film from damage caused by water or moisture. This method is 
simple because it doesn’t need lattice matching between the buffer layer and perovskite. The low 
temperature solution process makes it compatible with many types of perovskite materials, and 
may be applied for anode contact as well. The freedom to choose any insulating layer for contact 


















































































Table 4-1 Performance of devices with different insulating tunneling layers. (Reproduced by 
permission of WILEY) 
Tunneling contacts JSC (mA/cm2) VC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 
0.02% PS 20.8 1.05 75.1 16.4 
0.1% PS 22.0 1.07 73.0 17.2 
0.5% PS 22.8 1.09 76.5 19.2 
1.0% PS 22.9 1.10 80.6 20.3 
2.0% PS 20.0 1.03 49.0 10.1 
PVDF-TrFe 22.9 1.06 77.6 18.8 
Teflon 22.8 1.05 75.6 18.1 
PS Plastic foam 22.9 1.07 80.3 19.6 
Fluoro Silane 22.7 1.05 79.3 18.9 
Control(PCBM) 21.1 1.07 74.9 16.9 
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Chapter 5 Inorganic cesium lead halide perovskites (CsPbI3) solar cells 
Inorganic cesium lead halide perovskites (CsPbI3) are promising materials for efficient wide-
bandgap perovskite solar cells, but it suffers from a phase transition from black α-phase to 
yellow 𝛿-phase at room temperature. In this chapter, we report a facile method to stabilize the 
CsPbI3 black phase via a single-step film deposition process. The black-phase stabilization can 
be explained by the formation of small CsPbI3 grains with average size of ~30 nm, which 
increased the grain surface area with increased surface energy. The zwitterions were found to 
impede the crystallization of CsPbI3 perovskite films via electrostatic interaction with the ions 
and colloids in the CsPbI3 precursor solution. Solar cells employing these zwitterion-stabilized 
perovskite films showed stabilized power conversion efficiency of 11.4% under one-sun 
illumination.  
5.1 Motivation  
Although OIHP solar cells have shown rapid efficiency enhancement, the volatile organic 
cations in OIHP materials, such as methylammonium (MA) and formamidinium (FA), have 
raised concerns on the stability of perovskite materials to external stimuli, particularly heat and 
light.61 Thermal-induced decomposition of methylammonium lead halide perovskite (MAPbI3) 
films at temperature above 85 °C has been reported61,62. Alternatively, perovskites with inorganic 
cations, such as CsPbI3, have recently gained increasing attention, because CsPbI3 is stable up to 
their melting points above 460 °C.63 CsPbI3 has totally four crystal structures depends on 
temperatures, which has been discussed in Chapter 1. 𝛼-phase CsPbI3 is stable when the
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temperature is above 310 °C. Upon cooling the film, 𝛼-phase CsPbI3 will distort and transit to β-
CsPbI3 (P4/mbm), γ-CsPbI3 (Pbnm), and then yellow δ- CsPbI3 at 260°C, 175°C and 25°C. 𝛼-
phase, β-phase, γ- phase have bandgap around 1.7 eV which are suitable for photovoltaic 
application, while δ- CsPbI3 has bandgap larger than 2.0 eV. To stabilize the black phases at 
room temperature, one reported general method in literatures is partially substituting iodide with 
bromide to tune the tolerance factor of perovskite structure.64-66 However, the ratio of bromide in 
CsPb(BrxI1-x)3 usually needs to be larger than 33% to stabilize the cubic phase,
64-66 which 
undesirably increased the perovskite bandgap to 1.9 eV and cause the loss of absorption in the 
red light region. Recently, thermally evaporated CsPbI3 films were reported to maintain the 𝛼-
phase at room temperature.65,67 But its long-term phase stability still requires further verification, 
because there is no clear mechanism behind this kind of phase stabilization.  
Another promising method to stabilize the 𝛼-phase of CsPbI3 involved tuning the free energy 
by forming CsPbI3 quantum dots.
68 The thermodynamic stability of an individual phase is 
determined by the total Gibbs free energy with contribution from both the material surface and 
the bulk. Reducing material size could increase the surface/volume ratio, so that certain phases 
which are unstable in bulk material could be stabilized due to the dominant contribution of 
surface energy to the total Gibbs energy. One well-known example is the phase transition of 
aluminum oxide (Al2O3) from rhombohedral structure (𝛼-phase) in bulky material to cubic 
structure (𝛾-phase) in nanoparticles, because the surface energy of 𝛾-phase Al2O3 is much lower 
than that of the 𝛼-phase.69 The phenomenon of size-dependent phase transition has also been 




72. Interestingly, one empirical rule summarized from many materials is that 
materials tend to convert to a more symmetric crystal structure when the dimension reduces,73 
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because symmetrical structures usually have smaller surface energy, which could also explain 
the stabilization of cubic phase in CsPbI3 quantum dots.
68 Solar cells employing CsPbI3 quantum 
dots showed high power conversion efficiency of  >10%.68 However, the quantum dot cell 
fabrication process was complicate, including dedicated and lengthy quantum dot synthesis and 
multiple-cycle quantum dot coating and ligand washing. A simple and low-cost fabrication 
method for black phase CsPbI3 films is highly desired for the further development of these 
inorganic cesium perovskite solar cells.   
In this chapter, a simple method was developed to stabilize the black phase CsPbI3 films via a 
single-step film deposition process. Mixing a small amount of sulfobetaine zwitterion (~1.5 
wt%) in CsPbI3 precursor solution could stabilize the black phase of CsPbI3 films at room 
temperature. Solar cells with these zwitterion-stabilized perovskite films showed stabilized 
efficiency of 11.4 % under one-sun illumination.  
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5.2 Stabilization of 𝜶-phase CsPbI3 films with zwitterions 
 
Figure 5.1 (a) Molecular structures of the sulfobetaine zwitterions used in this study. (b) A photo 
of a CsPbI3 perovskite film with zwitterion. The zwitterion-stabilized CsPbI3 film had a black 
and mirror-like surface. (c) Absorption spectra of CsPbI3 perovskite films with or without 
NDSB201 zwitterion. (d) PL spectrum of a CsPbI3 perovskite film with zwitterion. (Reproduced 
by permission of ELSVIER) 
The CsPbI3 films in this study were fabricated by one-step spin coating method. Certain 
ligands or additives were added to reduce the grain size of CsPbI3 films to stabilize the cubic-
































































used in synthesizing CsPbI3 quantum dots, such as oleylamine and oleic acid.
68,74,75 However, the 
spun CsPbI3 films with these ligands still showed yellow color. Encouragingly, we discovered in 
the presence of sulfobetaine zwitterions, the spun CsPbI3 films could quickly turn to black color 
after annealing the film at ~80 °C for several seconds. We tried three sulfobetaine zwitterions, 3-
(1-Pyridinio)-1-propanesulfonate (NDSB201), 3-[2-Hydroxyethyl(dimethyl)azaniumyl] propane-
1-sulfonate (NDSB211), 3-(Decyldimethylammonio) propane-1-sulfonate (SB3-10). The 
molecular structures of these zwitterions are shown in Figure 5.1a. All of them could effectively 
stabilize the black phase of CsPbI3 films. Figure 5.1b shows that the SB3-10-stabilized CsPbI3 
films is black and have a mirror-like smooth surface. Figure 5.1c shows the absorption spectra of 
the CsPbI3 films with or without NDSB201 zwitterion. The NDSB201-stabilized CsPbI3 films 
have an absorption cut-off at ~720 nm, corresponding to an optical bandgap of 1.72 eV, while 
the absorption edge of the CsPbI3 films without zwitterion is around 620 nm. In Figure 1d, the 
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the black-phase CsPbI3 film exhibits a single emission peak 
at ~710 nm.  
5.3 Mechanism of 𝜶-phase stabilization 
We speculated that the added zwitterion molecules could impede CsPbI3 crystallization to 
form small-grained CsPbI3 films. To verify it, we compared the grain sizes of the CsPbI3 films 
with or without SB3-10 zwitterion by cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM). As 
shown in Figure 5.2a, the CsPbI3 film with SB3-10 zwitterion contained many small grains with 
an average grain size of ~30 nm. In a striking contrast, the CsPbI3 film without zwitterion in 
Figure 5.2b shows a totally different morphology with much larger gain size, which verifies that 
the added zwitterions played crucial role in reducing the grain size of CsPbI3 films. The 
formation of much larger grains in the CsPbI3 films without zwitterion may correlate with the 
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fast crystallization of the CsPbI3 films. To demonstrate that, we compared the XRD patterns of 
CsPbI3 spun films fabricated by precursor solutions with or without SB3-10 zwitterion. No 
thermal annealing was applied on the spun films and all the XRD patterns of the films were 
measured immediately after fabrication. As shown in Figure 5.2c, clear XRD peaks were 
observed in the spun CsPbI3 film without zwitterion, which can be indexed as 𝛿-phase CsPbI3,76 
indicating a quick crystallization of 𝛿-phase CsPbI3 at room temperature without thermal 
annealing. In a striking contrast, the spun CsPbI3 film with zwitterion was amorphous without 
any obvious XRD peak (Figure 5.2c). It demonstrates the crystallization of CsPbI3 perovskite 
was suppressed by the added SB3-10 zwitterion, which explains the formation of small grains in 
the zwitterion-stabilized CsPbI3 films. 
 
Figure 5.2 Cross-section SEM image of CsPbI3 films with (a) or without (b) SB 3-10 zwitterion. 
The scale bars of the images are 400 nm. (c) XRD patterns of the perovskite spun films fabricated 
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by precursor solutions without (up) and with (bottom) SB 3-10 zwitterion. No thermal annealing 
was applied on the films and the spun films were measured immediately after fabrication. (d) 
FTIR measurement of SB 3-10 solution and SB 3-10 solutions mixed with different ratios of 
CsPbI3. The molar ratio of SB 3-10 to CsPbI3 was varied from 1:1 to 1:100. (e) Ultraviolet-
visible spectroscopy measurement of the CsPbI3 solution and CsPbI3 solutions mixed with 
different weight percentages of SB 3-10. (Reproduced by permission of ELSVIER) 
We examined two hypotheses that may explain the formation of amorphous phase in the 
zwitterion-stabilized CsPbI3 films: (1) steric effect of the zwitterion long ligands and (2) 
interaction of zwitterion with perovskite ions in the precursor solution. If the amorphous phase is 
caused by the long carbon chains of zwitterion molecules, we expect many other materials with 
long carbon chains could also suppress the crystallization of CsPbI3 to form amorphous spun 
films. However, it turned out that the zwitterions are unique in terms of forming amorphous 
phase films. We tested XRD patterns of the CsPbI3 spun films fabricated by CsPbI3 precursor 
solutions mixed with four other materials with long carbon chains, oleic acid, oleylamine, 1-
octadecylamine and polyvinyl alcohol. All these films showed yellow color after thermal 
annealing at 100 °C for 20 min. It is interesting to find that the sulfobetaine zwitterions are 
unique in suppressing CsPbI3 crystallization to form small grained films, implying the functional 
groups in sulfobetaine zwitterions, quaternary amine (N+) group and sulfonate group (𝑆𝑂3
−), may 
play crucial role in the formation of the amorphous phase and small grained films.  
Several experiments were conducted to verify the interaction of the sulfobetaine zwitterions 
with ions in the precursor solution. We first conducted Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) measurement to confirm the interaction of sulfobetaine zwitterions with Cs+ and 
Pb2+cationis in the precursor solution. Figure 5.2d shows the FTIR spectra of CsPbI3 solution, 
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SB3-10 zwitterion solution, and CsPbI3-zwitterion mixed solutions. The FTIR peaks located 
around 1035 cm-1 represent the symmetric S=O stretches of sulfonate group (𝑆𝑂3
−).77 The 
symmetric stretching peak gradually shifted to higher wavenumber with the increase of CsPbI3 
content in the solution, indicating the interaction between sulfonate group and cations in the 
precursor solution. The increase of S=O stretching wavenumber could be explained by the 
decreased spatial symmetry of the 𝑆𝑂3
− group after cations bond to certain oxygen elements on 
𝑆𝑂3
− group, thus the symmetric stretching vibration became harder. Another evidence for the 
existence of interaction between the zwitterion and metal ions is that the added zwitterion could 
reduce the size of the colloids in the precursor solution, which was revealed by the Tyndall 
effect. Tyndall effect is a light scattering effect caused by suspended colloids as a light beam 
passes through a colloidal solution, which makes the light beam visible in the colloidal solution. 
The amount of scattering depends on the size and density of the colloids. Previous study has 
reported that MAPbI3 precursor solutions exhibited strong Tyndall effect, because the solutions 
contained a large quantity of PbI2 and lead polyiodides colloids with size of tens to hundreds of 
nanometers.78 In addition, reducing the colloid size was found to be correlated with the grain size 
reduction in the MAPbI3 films, because the colloids serve as the building blocks for MAPbI3 
perovskite grains.78 We confirmed that CsPbI3 precursor solution also shown strong Tyndall 
effect. Then we studied the extent of light-scattering in CsPbI3 precursor solutions with or 
without the zwitterion by conducting ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy measurement. Ultraviolet-
visible spectroscopy quantifies the total light that is absorbed, scattered, reflected and refracted 
by the sample at each wavelength. In the wavelength range larger than bandgap, the sample 
absorption is negligible and the spectroscopy could reveal the light-scattering difference between 
CsPbI3 precursor solutions with or without the zwitterion. We firstly prepared and measured the 
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CsPbI3 colloidal solution without zwitterion, which showed an absorption cut-off at ~500 nm and 
strong light-scattering in the wavelength larger than 500 nm (Figure 5.2e). Then SB3-10 
zwitterion powder was gradually added in the original CsPbI3 precursor solution and the 
spectrum of the solution was measured. As shown in Figure 5.2e, light-scattering was gradually 
reduced after adding SB3-10 zwitterion in the precursor solution, indicating the reduction of 
colloid size by the zwitterion interaction in the colloidal solution.   
 
Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of CsPbI3 crystal formation from precursor solution 
without (a-c) or with (d-f) the zwitterion. PbI2 in the precursor solution coordinates with DMSO 
molecules to form crystallized PbI2∙DMSO colloids (a and d). Without the zwitterion, I- ions in 
the solution facilely coordinate to Pb2+ ions of the PbI2∙DMSO colloid to form corner-sharing 
[𝑃𝑏𝐼6]
4− octahedra and Cs+ ions occupy the octahedral sites (b), resulting in large-grained 
CsPbI3 film with orthorhombic phase (c). With zwitterion, the PbI2 ∙DMSO colloid size is 
deceased because zwitterions could interact with Cs+ and I- ions in the precursor solution. (e) 
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The spun film before annealing shows amorphous phase. (f) The zwitterion molecules are 
expelled towards grain surface and grain boundaries during CsPbI3 grain growth, which 
maintain the small grains by impeding further grain growth. (Reproduced by permission of 
ELSVIER) 
Based on above characterizations and discussions, we illustrated the grain formation 
processes of CsPbI3 films from precursor solutions with or without the zwitterion in Figure 5.3a-
f. We speculate the process of CsPbI3 perovskite formation is similar with the way of MAPbI3 
formation, both of which involve the formation of [𝑃𝑏𝐼6]
4− octahedra from PbI2 and octahedral 
site occupation by cations. Figure 5.3a-c shows the steps of CsPbI3 perovskite formation from 
CsPbI3 precursor solution without zwitterion. As shown in Figure 5.3a, PbI2 in the CsPbI3 
precursor solution coordinates with DMSO molecules to form crystallized PbI2∙DMSO colloid. 
During spin coating of the precursor solution, I- ions in the solution coordinate to Pb2+ ions of the 
PbI2∙DMSO colloid to form corner-sharing [𝑃𝑏𝐼6]
4− octahedra and Cs+ ions occupy the 
octahedral sites to form CsPbI3 perovskite (Figure 5.3b, 5.3c). Without zwitterion in the 
precursor solution, this process quickly occurs at room temperature because of the rapid 
crystallization of CsPbI3 perovskite, resulting in large CsPbI3 grains with orthorhombic phase. In 
contrast, with zwitterion in the precursor solution, the electrostatic interaction between zwitterion 
and PbI2∙DMSO colloids could break the layered structure of the colloids to decrease the colloid 
size (Figure 5.3d, 5.3e). The crystallization of CsPbI3 perovskite is suppressed, resulting in 
amorphous phase in the spun film before thermal annealing (Figure 5.3e). During CsPbI3 grain 
growth process, the zwitterions molecules are expelled to grain boundaries (GBs) and grain 
surface, which may maintain the grain size by impeding further grain growth (Figure 5.3f). 
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Figure 5.4 Selected region of FTIR spectra of SB3-10 powder and SB 3-10 mixed with 
CsPbI3 powder. The SB 3-10 mixed with CsPbI3 powder was fabricated by mixing 1.5 wt% of 
SB 3-10 in CsPbI3 solution. Then the solution was spin-coated on glass substrates and thermally 
annealed at 100 ℃ for 20 min. After that the films were scratched and the powder was collected 
for measurement. (Reproduced by permission of ELSVIER) 
We also considered the possible interaction between zwitterion and perovskite in the 
zwitterion-CsPbI3 films which may cause additional surface strain to stabilize the 𝛼-phase. 
However, this scenario was excluded, because no strong interaction was found between 
zwitterion and CsPbI3 in the films after thermal annealing. Figure 5.4 shows the FTIR spectrum 
of solid SB3-10 powder and spectrum of SB3-10-perovskite films. No obvious peak shift was 
observed for the symmetric S=O stretching vibration modes, which is different from the 
zwitterion interaction in the precursor solution (Figure 5.2d). The FTIR peak splitting of powder 















 SB3-10 with CsPbI
3
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SB3-10 sample in ~1035 cm-1 should be caused by the high packing density of zwitterion 
molecules in the powder sample, which has been observed in previous study.77   
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5.4 Photovoltaic device performance of zwitterion-stabilized CsPbI3 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Device structure of the cesium perovskite solar cells. (b) J-V curves of the devices 
with different cesium perovskite layer thicknesses. NDSB201 was used to stabilize perovskite 𝛼-
phase and the perovskite composition was CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3. (c) J-V curve of the champion 
CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 device with perovskite layer treated by argon plasma. The perovskite layer 
thickness was 300 nm. (d) Steady-state measurement of photocurrent and PCE of the most 
efficient device. (e) EQE of the most efficient device. (f) The statistics of PCE distribution for 
CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 devices with argon plasma treatment. (g) J-V curves of CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 
devices with perovskite layer annealed at 90 ℃ for 20 min and 12 hours. (h) PCE of a typical 
CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 device kept in ambient environment as a function of storage time. The sample 
was kept in air without encapsulation under dark condition. (Reproduced by permission of 
ELSVIER) 
We further fabricated solar cells to investigate the photovoltaic performance of the zwitterion-
stabilized CsPbI3 films. Figure 5.5a shows the solar cell device structure in this study. All the solar 
cell devices used NDSB201 to stabilize CsPbI3 black phase, because it exhibited better efficiency. 
Figure 5.5b shows the J-V curves of CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 perovskite devices with different perovskite 
layer thicknesses. The film thickness was altered by changing the precursor solution concentration, 
and the thickness was measured by step-profiler or cross-section SEM. The device with 600 nm 
perovskite layer had a short-circuit current (JSC) of 10.2 mA/cm
2, a VOC of 0.92 V, a fill factor (FF) 
of 52 %, and a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 4.9 %. Reducing the perovskite film thickness 
to 400 nm increased device PCE to 8.8% by enhancing JSC to 15.2 mA/cm
2
 and VOC to 1.01 V. Best 
efficiency was obtained in the devices with perovskite layer thickness of 300 nm, exhibiting a VOC 
of 1.0 V, a JSC of 14.2 mA/cm
2, a FF of 73 % and a PCE of 10.4 %. Further decreasing perovskite 
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layer thickness to 200 nm significantly reduced light absorption and thus reduced the JSC to 11.5 
mA/cm2.  
The increased current in devices with thinner perovskite layer indicates the photocurrent output 
is most likely limited by charge carrier extraction, because the grain size of the zwitterion-
stabilized films was only ~30 nm. The zwitterion molecules in grain boundaries of perovskite films 
may limit charge carrier transport, although they help to stabilize the black phase. Partial removal 
of the zwitterion molecules after perovskite film formation may further increase device efficiency. 
In quantum dot solar cells, washing the quantum dot films by solvent can partially remove 
unreacted ligands to increase device efficiency.68 79 The ligand washing process requires selecting 
a suitable solvent, which is not compatible here, because most polar solvents for dissolving 
zwitterions could also dissolve cesium perovskite. Encouragingly, we applied another method, 
argon plasma treatment, to etch the zwitterion molecules on CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 film surface, which 
turned out to be an effective way to increase the device efficiency. Plasma treatment was expected 
to remove the zwitterion with small damage to the inorganic perovskite, because organic material 
generally has a much higher sputtering rate under ion bombardment than inorganic materials. 
Figure 5.5c shows the J-V curve of the CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 device after plasma treatment. A 
champion device efficiency was obtained, which showed a VOC of 1.09 V, a JSC of 14.9 mA/cm
2, 
a FF of 70 % and a PCE of 11.4 %. Figure 5.5d shows the steady photocurrent and PCE measured 
at the maximum power output point (0.86 V) of the most efficient device. The steady photocurrent, 
stabilized PCE measured at the maximum power point agree well with that measured from J-V 
curve. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the best device is shown in Figure 5.5e, which 
shows an integrated photo current of 14.5 mA/cm2. The statistics of PCE distribution for 
CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 devices in Figure 5.5f demonstrate the reliability and the repeatability of the 
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cesium perovskite solar cells. Although significant efficiency enhancement has been demonstrated, 
it should be noted that the plasma treatment couldn’t remove the zwitterion molecules lying in the 
grain boundaries of the perovskite films. Removing zwitterion in GBs or using other zwitterions 
with higher conductivity may further increase the cesium perovskite device efficiency.  
Inorganic cesium perovskites showed superior thermal stability compared with those OIHPs with 
organic cations. We annealed the cesium perovskite films at 90 ℃ overnight and fabricated devices 
to test the thermal stability of the films. As shown in Figure 5.5g, the control device with perovskite 
film annealed at 20 min shows a JSC of 15.6 mA/cm
2, a VOC of 1.08 V, a FF of 67 %, and a PCE 
of 11.2%, which represents a typical efficiency of argon-plasma treated CsPb(I0.98Cl0.02)3 devices. 
Interestingly, the devices with perovskite layer annealed at 90 ℃ for 12 hour showed comparable 
efficiency of 11.3 %. In addition, the inorganic cesium perovskite devices also demonstrated a 
good air stability. As shown in Figure 5.5h, the device maintained ~85% of its original efficiency 
after storage in air for over 30 days.  
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we reported a facile process to stabilize black phase cesium perovskites at room 
temperature, which enables the fabrication of solution processed cesium perovskite devices with 
efficiency over 11%. We elucidated that the sulfobetaine zwitterions could interact with ions and 
colloids in the CsPbI3 precursor solution, which impeded the crystallization of perovskite to form 
small-grained CsPbI3 films. 
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Chapter 6 Composition dependent p and n self-doping in MAPbI3 perovskite 
An interesting phenomenon, self-doping in MAPbI3 perovskite, is discussed in this chapter. 
MAPbI3 was found to be either n- or p-doped by changing the ratio of methylammonium halide 
(MAI) and lead iodine (PbI2) which are the two precursors for perovskite formation. MAI-rich and 
PbI2-rich perovskite films are p and n self-doped, respectively. Thermal annealing can convert the 
p-type perovskite to n-type by removing MAI. The carrier concentration varied as much as six 
orders of magnitude. A clear correlation between doping level and device performance was also 
observed. 
6.1 Motivation 
The development of photovoltaic (PV) technology has drawn considerable attention in the past 
decades because of its potential in harnessing solar energy to solve today’s energy crisis. 
Historically, breakthrough of the silicon PV technology occurred in the very moment that the 
doping was no longer determined by unintentional impurities.80 Nowadays, intentional doping 
techniques have been widely used in both inorganic and organic semiconductor based PV devices. 
Doping in semiconductors directly change many electronic properties, such as charge 
recombination rate,81 carrier diffusion length, 82 open circuit voltage (VOC), 83,84 interface energy 
barrier, and contact resistance.85 Therefore, understanding the doping mechanism of a 
semiconductor is crucial in predicting its electronic properties for rational design of efficient PV 
devices. MAPbI3 has arisen as one of the most attractive candidates for the next generation low-
cost solution process PV materials. To find out why the solution processed polycrystalline MAPbI3
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works so well as a PV material, theoretical calculations by Hong et al. and Yin et al. revealed that 
this unique family of material is tolerant to defects because the intrinsic point defects do not 
generate gap states.86-88 One very interesting result from these theoretical calculations is that bulk 
perovskite can be self-doped by defects engineering. It was predicted that the electronic 
conductivity of perovskite can be tuned between p-type and n-type by controlling growth 
conditions, but no clue was provided on how the material growth condition impacts the doping of 
perovskite, nor the impact of doping on device performance was predicted or studied. 
In this chapter, we gave the experimental evidence that MAPbI3 can be either n- or p-self-
doped by changing the ratio of two precursors for perovskite formation. The electronic properties 
of perovskite films were found to be tuned by the film composition that was strongly influenced 
by the film formation methods, precursor composition, and process conditions. 
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6.1 Composition dependent self-doping in MAPbI3 perovskite 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic Hall effect measurement setup and a typical Hall voltage test result. 
(b) Composition dependent carrier concentration (circle) and carrier mobility (square) in 
perovskite films formed by one-step pre-mixed precursor deposition (black) and two-steps 
interdiffusion method (blue). (Reproduced by permission of American Institute of Physics) 
One unique property of MAPbI3 is that its formation involves reaction of an organic MAI and 
an inorganic precursor PbI2. Therefore, the composition and material defects of solution deposited 
perovskite could be largely tuned by changing the PbI2/MAI precursor ratio in the precursor 
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mixture solution. MAPbI3 films in this study were formed by two low temperature solution 
approaches: the one step method and  two-step interdiffusion  method. In the one step method, 
MAI and PbI2 precursors were dissolved in anhydrous DMF, and mixed in different PbI2/ MAI 
ratios from 0.3 to 1.7. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) study of perovskite films in Figure 2.2 made 
by different precursor ratios indicated that there is an obvious transition to phase pure perovskite 
when precursor ratio increased to 0.52. Therefore, it is expected that the precursor ratio that leads 
to a stoichiometry perovskite film is above 0.52. For two-step interdiffusion deposition, PbI2 and 
MAI were dissolved in orthogonal solvents of DMF and 2-propanol. The precursors were then 
sequentially spun onto the substrates with the PbI2 layer underneath the MAI layer, followed by a 
thermal annealing driven diffusion process. The charge carrier concentration and mobility of the 
perovskite films were studied by the Hall effect measurement, which was performed with six 
contacts Hall bar method. Figure 6.1a illustrates the setup used in this study and shows a typical 
measurement result. A 100 nm thick gold layer was thermally evaporated onto the perovskite films 
to serve as metal contacts. The distances between contacts 1 and 4, contacts 3 and 5, and contacts 
2 and 3 were 1 mm, 0.3 mm, and 0.45 mm, respectively. It is worthy to mention that the setup 
possesses a rotating magnet design, which could subtract the Hall voltage base line caused by 
nonsymmetrical sample geometry, and greatly reduce the Hall voltage noise. Carrier concentration 








                                                                (6-2) 
where n is majority carrier concentration, r is Hall scattering factor which is assumed to be 1 here 
as this number typically lies between 1 and 2, I is DC current, B is magnetic field, D is thickness 
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of films, q is electron charge, VH is the Hall voltage measured between contacts 2 and 6 in Figure 
6.1, μ is mobility, and q is resistivity which was tested by four probe method. 
We first studied the doping effect in perovskite films formed by the single-step deposition 
method with premixed precursor solution at different precursor ratios. Figure 6.1b shows the 
mobility and carrier concentration measured by Hall effect of different films fabricated by varied 
precursor ratios from 0.3 to 1.7. Here, precursor ratio is defined as the molar ratio of PbI2/MAI in 
the precursor mixture solution. The perovskite films fabricated from precursor ratio of 1.0 were 
shown to be heavily n-doped with a high electron concentration of 2.8*1017 cm-3. It is noted that 
most of the reported mesoporous perovskite solar cells were fabricated with precursor ratio of 1.0, 
therefore those perovskite films should be n-type. The electronic properties of perovskite films 
were sensitive to the pre-mixed precursor ratio variation. Reducing the precursor ratio to 0.65 
reduced the electron concentration to 8.1*1016 cm-3, while increasing precursor ratio to 1.7 
increased the electron concentration to 3.5*1018 cm-3. Notably, reducing the precursor ratio to 0.3 
converted the perovskite films from n-type to p-type with a hole concentration of 4.0*1016 cm-3. 
This experimental demonstration that the MAPbI3 can be either n-doped or p-doped by changing 
the composition verified the unintentional doping prediction of Hong and Yin et al. 86,87 We want 
to point out that the composition of the perovskite films should be much different from that in the 
precursor solution, because the two precursors have different affinities of PEDOT:PSS. 89 Since 
PbI2 has a better affinity to PEDOT:PSS than MAI, more MAI than PbI2 is needed in the precursor 
mixture solution to form a stoichiometry perovskite film. This explains the n to p-type transition 
occurred at a much smaller precursor ratio of 0.6 than 1.0 in the precursor solution. 
The carrier mobility showed an opposite variation trend with carrier concentration: with 
increasing precursor ratio, the mobility reduced several times, i.e., from 8.4 cm2/V s for hole 
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mobility in the perovskite films with precursor ratio of 0.3, to 5.4, 3.9, and 1.9 cm2/Vs for electron 
mobility in the perovskite films with precursor ratios of 0.65, 1.0, and 1.7, respectively. The 
measured carrier mobility for perovskite films made by stoichiometry precursor ratio is close to 
that reported elsewhere.90 The reduced carrier mobility with the increased precursor ratio can be 
explained by the increasing dopant concentration in perovskite films, because the dopants always 
serve as charge carrier scattering centers. 
Based not the above analysis, perovskite films can be converted between p-type and n-type by 
tuning the ratio of the two precursors. To verify it, we designed another experiment to change the 
composition of a same perovskite film by thermal annealing and observed the conduction type 
transition. Here, we started from a p-type film formed by the two-step film fabrication process, in 
which the optimized perovskite films contain excess MAI to fully react with PbI2. 
91 The Hall 
mobility of the films formed by interdiffusion was 12.8 cm2/Vs, higher than that formed by single-
step method, which can be explained by the much lower hole concentration in the order of 1014cm-
3 in the interdiffusion formed films. Starting with this p-type perovskite film, we reduced the MAI 
content in this film by thermal annealing. It has been shown by us and several other groups that 
MAPbI3 is not thermally stable at temperature above 150℃, which can be explained by the low 
dissociation energy of MAPbI3.
91-93 As expected, Hall effect measurements showed the annealed 
film turned to n-type with an extremely high electron concentration of 7.6*1020cm-3, which is more 
than six orders of magnitude higher than the hole concentration in the pristine film. Mobility of 
the high-temperature annealed perovskite film was dramatically reduced to 0.07 cm2/V s, which 
should be ascribed to the large density of defects caused by the decomposition of the perovskite 
film. Spin-coating another layer of MAI onto this thermally annealed perovskite film again 
converted the n-type film back to p-type.  
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Figure 6.2 (a) UPS spectra of the cut-off region and valence band edge region for MAPbI3 films. 
Spectra a-e represent films deposited by different precursor ratios of 0.3, 0.65, 1.0, 1.7, and 0.3 
precursor-ratio film tested after annealing at 150 C for 45 min, respectively. (b) UPS measured 
energetic levels of perovskite films formed by one-step method with different precursor ratios of 
0.3, 0.65, 1.0, 1.7 (left four columns), and 0.3 precursor-ratio film after annealing at 150 C for 
45 min (right column). EF, CB, and VB represent Fermi level, conductive band and valence band, 
respectively. The column colors of pink and blue represent the p- and n-type, respectively. 
(Reproduced by permission of American Institute of Physics)  
We continued to use X-ray photoemission spectroscopy/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS/UPS) measurements to verify the composition and process dependent doping type transition 
between p and n, and also to investigate its origin. The p- to n-doping type transition of perovskite 
should cause the shift of Fermi level across the middle bandgap, which was verified by the UPS 
results. The energy diagram was constructed by setting the bandgap of all MAPbI3 perovskite films 
to 1.55 eV, because changed precursor ratio did not change the bandgap. Figure 6.2a shows the 
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UPS spectra and the derived energy diagram of perovskite films made by different precursor ratio 
before and after annealing. As shown in Figure 6.2b, perovskite films with 1.0 precursor ratio have 
Fermi level 0.13 eV above the middle bandgap, indicating n-doped films. The conductivity type is 
consistent with our Hall effect measurement as well as UPS results of other group.25 Further 
increasing the precursor ratio to 1.7 pushed up the Fermi level to only 0.35 eV below conduction 
band, resulting in a heavily n-doped film. On the other hand, reducing the precursor ratio to 0.65 
pushed down the Fermi level closer to valance band top. When precursor ratio was further reduced 
to 0.3, Fermi level moved 0.08 eV below the middle bandgap, and the film changed to weak p-
type. It is noteworthy that conductivity type conversion measured by UPS is in good agreement 
with Hall effect measurement results, which verified the composition dependent conductivity type 
of perovskite films. Furthermore, a high temperature annealing of 150 ℃ for 45 min was applied 
on the perovskite films formed by 0.3 precursor ratio, aiming to convert these weak p-type films 
into n-type by reducing MAI content. The UPS results confirmed the conversion of weak p-type 
sample into heavily doped n-type after annealing with Fermi level moving up from below midgap 
to 0.25 eV below conductive band, which is shown in Figure 6.2b. It should be noted that the 
ionization energy of the perovskite films is sensitive to composition and annealing conditions, and 
should not be treated as a constant value in energy diagram construction. XPS measurements 
tracked the composition variation of interdiffusion-made perovskite films before and after 
conductivity type conversion. Here, we used the composition of Pb as a reference to analyze I 
variation, because the concentration of Pb in the film is less likely influenced by thermal annealing. 
The atomic ratio of I to Pb in perovskite film was 3.07: 1 before annealing, which agrees with the 
scenario of Pb vacancies induced p-doping. After annealing for 5 min, the I/Pb atomic ratio 
reduced to 2.97:1, due to evaporation of MAI from the perovskite film. The reduction of I content 
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in the annealed perovskite film should generate more I vacancies, which is consistent with our 
claim that I vacancies caused n-doping  
6.3 Mechanism discussion of self-doping in MAPbI3 perovskite 
 
Figure 6.3 Schematic conductivity type conversions in perovskite films by 
excess CH3NH3I (left side) or excess PbI2 (right side). Possible point defects in perovskite films 
caused by composition variation were illustrated correspondingly. The elemental defects in gray 
color are less-likely to form in the films, as discussed in the manuscript. (Reproduced by 
permission of American Institute of Physics) 
We have shown that PbI2-rich films are n-doped and PbI2-deficient films are p-doped, which is 
consistent with Yin’s calculation results. 87 To understand the origin of self-doping, all the possible 
composition variation-induced defects in perovskite films are summarized in Figure 6.3. Left side 
of the figure listed possible point defects in films with a deficiency of PbI2, which represents the 
situation when the precursor ratio is 0.3. Since MAI ratio is much larger than PbI2, the formed 
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perovskite may possess a lot of Pb and I vacancies due to the deficiency of PbI2. Calculation result 
of Yin et al. revealed Pb vacancy has much lower formation energy than vacancy.87 We therefore 
inferred Pb vacancies played a critical role in contributing the p-type conductivity in this film. 
Similar analysis could also be applied to the films with precursor ratio larger than 0.65. Three 
kinds of point defects may exist in the PbI2-rich/MAI-deficiency films: Pb interstitial, MA vacancy, 
and I vacancy. As both Pb interstitials and MA vacancies have too large formation energy based 
not the calculation results of Yin et al.,13 it is most likely I vacancy causes the n-doping behavior 
in PbI2 rich films. 
6.4 Correlation between self-doping level and solar cell performance 
 
Figure 6.4 Photocurrent curves (a) and the corresponding VOC, JSC (b) of the perovskite devices 
made by interdiffusion method. The perovskite films were made of spun 430 mg/ml PbI2 films, 
followed by MAI deposition with varied concentration from 20 mg/ml to 70 mg/ml. (Reproduced 
by permission of American Institute of Physics) 
Finally, the influence of the doping level on device performance was studied. The changed 
doping profile should have strong impact on device performance, especially, VOC as it is directly 
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related to quasi-Fermi energy splitting. The relationship of doping level and device VOC can be 















2                                                 (6-4) 
where k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, q is electron charge, JSC is short circuit current, 
J0 is dark saturation current, Dh and De are diffusivity of hole and electron, Lh and Le are diffusion 
length of holes and electrons, Nd and Na are concentration of donor and acceptor which determine 
carrier concentration, and ni is intrinsic carrier concentration. It is clear for these equations that a 
larger doping level is needed for larger VOC. However, a too large doping concentration could 
introduce too many scattering centers, which will reduce carrier mobility and increase charge 
recombination. In silicon PVs, a moderate doping concentration in the order of 1016 cm-3 is 
optimized for maximum device efficiency.95 
We fabricated perovskite solar cells with different PbI2/MAI ratios by changing the MAI 
concentration (or thickness) in two-step interdiffusion deposition. The structure of the devices was 
indium tin oxide (ITO)/PEDOT: PSS/perovskite/PCBM/ C60/BCP/Al. For the perovskite 
deposition, the concentration of PbI2 was fixed to 430 mg/ml while the MAI concentration was 
varied from 20 mg/ml to 70 mg/ml. Figure 6.4a is the performance of devices made by different 
MAI concentrations. With increased MAI concentration, the device PCE first increased and then 
reduced. The highest average PCE was 14.5% for the device fabricated by 43% PbI2 and 4.5% 
MAI solution. 
Figure 6.4b summarized the VOC and JSC change in these devices. High VOC was obtained 
in devices with MAI rich (6%–7%) or MAI deficient (2%–3%) perovskite films. The variation of 
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VOC can be well explained by the doping profiles in these films. Although some parameters, such 
as JSC, diffusion length, diffusivity, can be changed by varying MAI concentration, doping 
concentration change should dominate the VOC variation in our perovskite devices, because its 
change is much more sensitive to composition variation. Perovskite films made by 4.0% MAI 
solution are weakly p-doped with a hole concentration of 4 *1014 cm-3. 91 Further increasing MAI 
content in the films by increasing MAI solution concentration to 7% should increase hole 
concentration, which increased the device VOC. Reducing MAI content converted films from weak 
p-type to moderately doped n-type, which explains the larger VOC in these devices. The JSC exhibits 
an almost opposite variation trend to that of the VOC. The highest JSC was achieved when MAI 
concentration was 4.5%, whereas increased doping in perovskite films reduced device 
photocurrents, which can be explained by the doping caused charge recombination. 
6.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we demonstrated the electronic properties of perovskite films, i.e., carrier 
concentration, mobility, conductivity type, and energy level, could be significantly tuned by 
changing their compositions. The MAPbI3 films formed from the pre-mixed precursor solution 
with stoichiometry mixed precursors were heavily n-doped with an electron concentration of 
2.8*1017 cm-3. Reducing the precursor ratio to 0.3 converted the films into weak p-type, while 
increasing the precursor ratio further increased the electron concentration. Thermal annealing was 
found as another way to convert p-type perovskite films into heavily n-type through reducing MAI 
content in the films. Controlling an appropriate doping in perovskite can maximize the device 
efficiency. This work helps the understanding of the electronic properties of perovskite and may 
shed light on future rational design of more efficient perovskite solar cells.
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Chapter 7 Summary 
In summary, the research works in this dissertation focused on developing efficient and stable 
perovskite solar cells by manipulating perovskite composition, morphology, interfacial layers, 
passivation technique. Efforts in this dissertation enhanced perovskite solar cell efficiency and 
shed light on the understanding of perovskite photovoltaic physics based not solid experimental 
evidences and discussions. 
To improve MAPbI3 perovskite film coverage on substrate, a non-stoichiometry MAI/PbI2 
precursor ratio was used which improved perovskite film morphology and device efficiency. A 
double fullerene structure was developed which was effective in passivate perovskite defect to 
improve efficiency. The devices with this structure showed a higher efficiency of 12.2% with high 
fill factor of 80%.  
A F4-TCNQ doped PTAA hole transporting layer was used in MAPbI3 perovskite solar cells 
to improve the efficiency to 17.5%. The hydrophobic nature of PTAA polymer enlarged the 
perovskite grain size to reduce charge carrier recombination.  F4-TCNQ doping increased the 
polymer conductivity which reduces device series resistance to increase fill factor.  
Insulating polymers were used in perovskite solar cells as tunneling contacts to increase the 
efficiency of MAPbI3 perovskite solar cell to 20.3%. The tunneling layer spatially separates 
photogenerated electrons and holes at the perovskite/polymer interface by transporting electrons 
and blocking holes, which should lead to the reduction of the carrier surface recombination. The 
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tunneling layer can also serve as an encapsulation layer to prevent perovskite film from damage 
caused by water or moisture.  
A wide bandgap inorganic perovskite material, CsPbI3, was studied, in which a method was 
developed to stabilize the black phase of CsPbI3. A small amount of sulfobetaine zwitterion was 
added in CsPbI3 precursor solution could facilitate the formation of black-phase CsPbI3 films with 
significantly improved phase stability in the air. The black-phase stabilization can be explained by 
the formation of small CsPbI3 grains which increased the grain surface area to stabilizes the α-
phase. 
An interesting phenomenon, self-doping in MAPbI3, was reported. The electronic properties 
of MAPbI3 perovskite films, i.e., carrier concentration, mobility, conductivity type, and energy 
level, could be significantly tuned by changing the ratio of MAI to PbI2 in the precursor solution. 
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